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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT
e

The National Association for Girls and Women in SporVis a
nonprofit, educational organization designed to serve the needs and
interests of administrators, teachers, 'coders, and participants in
is -one
sports programs for girls and women. It is
one of seven associations
Education, and
of the American Alliance for Health,
Recreation.
PURPOSE

The purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women in

Sport is to foster .the development of sports programs for the
enrichment of.the life of the participant..
BELIEFS

-

)
The National Association for Girls and Wt men, in. Sport be ves

that:

Sports are an integral part 9f the culture in which'we live.
Sports programs are a' part of the total educational,experience of
the participant when conducted in educational institutions.
Opportunities for instruction and participation in sports aPpropriate to her skill level should be included in the experience of every
girl.
' Sports skills and sports participation are voluat* social and
recreational tools which may be used to enrich the lives of women in
our society.
Competition and cooperation may be deMonstrated in all sports
programs, although the type andttensity of the competition and

cooperation will vary with the degree or level of skill of. the
partiCipants.

An understanding of the relationship between competition and
cooperation and the utilization of both within the, accepted
framework of our society is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participationt
Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the general
health of the participant. :
°Participation in spor contributes to the development okselfconfidence and to th establishment of desirable interpersonal
relationships.
FUNCTIONS

The National, Association for Girls and Women in Sport promotes
desirable sports*ograms through:
6
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printiOles Arid staridartts
1: Formulating and
for the administrator, leader, ficial, ind.player.
d intbrpreting rifles governingsports for girl., and
2.1 Pitblishin
women..
Means for training), evaluating, and rating
3. Providing t

officials:

4. Disseminating information on tO coiduct of girls and
women's sports.
5. Stimulating, evaluating; and disseminating re$earch in thelield
of girls and women's sports.
6. Cooperating witkAllie,c1 groups interested in girls and -women's'

policies and ;ules that affect the

sports in order to for

conduct of women's sports.

7, Providing opportunities for the development .of leadership

among gals and women for the conduct
of their sports
4
4

programs.
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SPORTS S GUIDES ANVBFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
.
INTEREST INDICATOR
I

0

The SGOR Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
"e perso nelt and to strengthen its services to guide readers. The
purb se of this' form is to offer readers an qpportunity tojoin iis in
mee g this need. Please complete 4bis form and send it to the
SGOIV Associda Chairman-elect, Ruth Gtuiden, Goshen College,
oshen. Indiana 46526.
I

Name

o
r

(

qt,

Committees) which Would be of inteest-AO

you:

.,

'Archery
Badminton
Ba1ketball
Bowling
Fencing

is

....

Softball
Spetdball
S ash'

Field Hockey f
Flag fo01411---y.
Golf

_.... Afriafics -'\
:,

',.

f

.

4. Check the Sp

.4

i

Slate

City

.

,
iib Code,

Professitmaj Addkess ;

Ten is

Gymnastics=

Track and Field
Volleyball

..,:.Lacrosse
_a.A.Soccer

I

1

2. Would you like to serve\ as a member of a Sports Guide
Comtnittee of your interest?*i.

No

Yes

3: Would- you consider submit* an article to a Guide Committee
-y-N
No
iYes
as a prospectiVe author?
Possible topic pr title
A. Can you suggest topics for articles-It/Inch you would he toave i
inclilded in future Ggides? (Please indicate sport.)
.

\

-,

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for co sideratiori
as possible oommittee members or anthors? Please indic to below,
(Use additional.paper, if necessary!)
Sport(s)

Name

Profediohal Address
City
Sports Committee Member

State

'

Zip Code

ProspectiVe Author 0

(Check one)

You may serve on only one Sport Guide Committee at a time.
INTEREST INDICATOR
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STANDARDS Of SPORTS FORc-cmis AND4WOMErt,

1

Standards in sports'ctivitles for 'girls and wcimen should be bas
upon the following;
1
1. Sporta activities for.girls and women sho uld be taught; caa

and officiated by qualified women' whenever and wherever
possible.

2. Programs- should provide exery girl. with ,a wide variety of
©

I.

*activities.

-

-1

3. The results of competition should be judged iii terms of benefits
to the participants rather thaw .by the winning,of championships
or the athletic or commercial advantage to school or, organiza. tions.

t

'

i

,,,

b

i

Healthind Safety.Standards jar Players

4

,
.4

Careful supervision Of the 'health of all 1)layeit Mast be pfOvided
-

by

,..

.

,

1. An examination by aqualifiea physician
.
2. Written ermissibn by a qualified physician afterseriOus illness or
1
injury . ' , .
3. Removal I of' players when .they are injured or Overfatigued -or
show signs of emotional instability
4. A healthful; safe, and sanitary environment for->ports'activity

5. Limitation of compMItion to a geographical area which swill
permit players to return at reasonable' hods; provi n of safe
transportation.
V

General Policies

-

1. 4elect the members of all teams so that they play against those of
approximately, the same ability and maturity..
2: Arrange the schedule of games land practices so as not to place
.demands on the team or player which 'would jeopardize the

'

educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program:
3_ DiscOurage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team
for more than one group while competing in thilt,sport during the
same spott season.

4. Promote social events in- comlection with all toms 'of competition.
,

SOURCES OF INFORMATION -AND SERVICE
/

,

.

'

All.requests for information about services should be ad ceased.
to: Executive Secretary, National Association for-Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAH,PER, 1201- - 16th Street, N.W., Washing,
ton, D.C. 20036.
-

$
,

4

/ -

'
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NAG WS VOLLEYBALL COMMIE*

i

a.

1973.1975

GERI POL,VINO, Chairperson, Eastern Kentucky Univ., Richmond,
KY 4,047

LYNNE P. HIGGINS, Past Chairperson, Illinoii State Uni-, NorMal,
IL 61761
JOYCE AUSTIN, SummirJunior High ichool, Summit, NJ. 07901
R. ELAINE DREIDAJVIE, Univ. of Dayton, Dayton,.0H,45409
NANCY HICKS; 503 Manor Drive, Norman, OK 73069
JO INGRAHAM, College of. San Mateo:San Mateo, CA 944012

ROBERTA PHEIFER, Eastcheseer 'High School, Eastchester,- NY

.

A
10707
MARY E. RIDGWAY, Texas Woman's Univ., Denton, TX 76-204
MARY RUBY, California State Univ, Chico, CA 95926
0,RUSSICA P. TIGHE, Miami Jackson High,School, Miami, PL 33142

/ ir

,

.

,

Advisory
Chairnian of Volleyball Examinations and atings'oqmmittee

°JOANNE,' A. FORTUNATO, Brookfr College, Brooklyn, NY
4

11210

Chairman of Volleyball Principles and Techniques of Officiating
Committee

KAY CORCORAN, College of Mount St. Joseph, Mount St.
,
'. Joseph, OH 45051,
,

NAGWS Representativ.e to United States Vbtleyball Association
NANCY CHAPMAN, Illinois State Univ., Normal IL 61761
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL COMMITTEE

.

1975.1977

JO INGRAHAM, ChairpeAson, College of San Mateo, 1700 W. Hillsdale Blvd., San nate°, CA 94402

9

;,

_

*The current Guide was prepared by the 1973-75 committee; the 1975-77
Guide will b prepared by the 1975-77 committee.

0
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VOLLEYBALL RULES COMMITTEE
1973.1975

NANCY CHAPMAN, Chairman, Illinois State Univ., Normal, IL

61761 4
JOANNE THORPE, Rules Interpreter, Southern Illinois
Carbondale/ AL 629Q1

JACKIE WILDE, South Junior High School, Fort Dodge, IA 50501

KAY CORCORAN, College of Mount St. Joseph, Mount St.
Joseph, OH 45051
DOROTHY McNABB,, West Georgia College, Caiollton, GA 30117
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1974 Results
AIAW National Volleyball Championships
Portland State Univeriity, Portland, Oregon
4

First Place
University of Califorinia Lps Angeles, California
Second Place
University of Hawaii Honolulu,Hawaii
Third Place
.
University of California Santa Barbara, California
Fourth Place
University of Houston-- Houston, Texas

1974 Results
AIAW National Junior/Community College Championships
Kellogg Community College, Battle Creek, Michigan
First Place

Ricks College
Second Place

-

Rexburg, Idaho

Miami DadeJunior College,South Mi mi, Florida
Third Flade
City College of Sari Francisco S n Fracisco, California
Fourth Place
Kellogg. Community College Battle Creek, Michigan

1974 RESULTS

1973-74 AIAW NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
California State University Long Beach'
1,

-.41111,41:
411)

It

Front row: Kathy ."Baby:.' Kaniu, Darlene Roberts, Jill Goldberg, Julie
Armstrong, Roberta Stuart. Back row: Dorene Ciittvart, Susan Caldwell, Cdrdie
"Magic" Hicks, Nanci Kosta, Linda Wills, Merri Machado, Janibe'Flora, Dixie
Grimmett (head-coac

1973.74 AIAW NATIONAL JUNIOR/COMMUNITY
COLLEGE CHAMPIONS
Eastern Arizona Collegg

t

Front row: Helen Talavera (manager), Colleen Merril 4o-captain), Janet
Stover, Debbie Jurado (captain). Midtile row: Mayble Bodine (coach), Janice
Edington, Yvonne Johnson, Lydia Hoskins, Shawna Purdy. Bark row: Amelia
OvAns, Darlene Smith, Priscilla Perez, Gail Cooper:, (not shown).
12
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197475 AIAW NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
UCLA

!

kel Lesley Knudsen,
Front row. Colleen McFaul, Linda Lehde, Nina Grouvvin

Barbara Wise, Mary Gaudinci.,8ack row: Andy Banachowski (coach), Terry
Condon, Lisa Vogelsang, Linda Pettit, Natasha Karizissis, Shan NlcAlexander
(assistant coach).

197475 AIAW NATIONAL JUNIOR/COMMUNITY .
COLLEGE CHAMPIONS
Ricks College (Rexburg, Idaho)

AO,

Front- row: Jeannie Busby, Colette Sweatfield, Terrie McAdam, Roxanne
Skapple, Cindy Tsghikof. Back row: Jo Ann Reeve (Coach), Joan West, Judy
VVaggood, Kathy Call, Donna Arrington.
CHAMPIONS

13

Basic Agility for Beginners.
/MALCOLM 'EARLY

Malcolm Early ,received his B.S. and ALEd. #grees from

Springfield College, Springfield, Massa husetts. At preient he
is completing the Ed. S. degree at EaStern Kentucky gniver-

sity, Richmond. Malcolm is coach Of the New Brunswick

Volleyball' team qnd chairman of the Canadian National Team
Committee.

The evolution of competitih volleyball has been marked by
several changes. When the game became an international sport in
1949, Russian won the first world competition for men. During the
early 50s the Russian med.and women wo all major competitions. .
Their reign was characterized by po er a d physical size as they
consistently dominated thejr oppone ts. his power was partially
nullified by the introduction of the fo ear , pass which took much
.of the sting away from the feared -ro nd; Ouse serve.oThrough the
years, the forearm pass-- also became a valuable tool in defending
r
.
against the powerspike.
.1.
Pther European countries played the game with some modifica.

tioh and a spirit which, in most cases, reflected their national

..

temperament. Tile Czechoslovakians, ,f or example, added finesse to

the attack by placing emphasis on accuracy and change of pace as
opposed to sheer power. The excellent Bulgarian team of the late
50s showed great emotion and spiTit.
Then came the 60s and with it a new-emphasisjn volleyball. The

JapOese, with their characteristic attention to derail, decided tkat

to Win they would have to take the best of what everyone was doing

and add something to it. With this conviction 'was born the now
amiliar diving, sliding saves which brought fame and success to the
Japanese women and later to the men. The only factor preven,ng
the Japanese women from consistently dominating their Soviet rivals
was their inability to find physically larger players. f
What then are the ingredients cif championship volleyball?
1. Size, strength and ability to run a powerful and diversified
;.
.
attack
2. J3all handling skill which enables a team to run such an attack
.

.

3. Ability partially to nullify the opponents' attack by deter-

mined, doggedly consistent floor coverage .
It is the inability of North America teams to accomplish lhe third

item that has ebnsistently caused them' to fall short of superior
performance .in international championships. It is to the developBASIC AGILITY FOR BEGINNERS

,
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°

ment of better floor coverage through the training of young players
that this article directs itself.
'teaching a 19- or 20-year-old to dive and dievolleyballs is often
verfdifficult and frustrating. The fact that they have a fear of injury

and find diving on 'be floor di,stasteful will hamper their court'
coverage. There was a time when they would have tackled the floor
with more entliusiasm; when falling and getting right up again was
automatic.' Al the age (perhaps 9-12) when basic gymnastics is
gymintroduced, basic floor coverage should lila included. Basic
a
nastics is basic volleyball.
The following outline suggests the kind of sctivitiesothat should
be used with young volleyball terms. it is difficult to indicate how
much practice time is advisable. If these types Of activities, are new,

then the percentage of time, at least in the early. stages, should, be

high. The activities have been divided into two categories: warn -up
and volleyball-type training. The qUestion of how many dr,i1 s to use
on a given day is left completely to the instructor's discretion
I. Warm-up
A. General

1. Log roll
2. Shoulder roll
3. Forward roll
4.. Cartwheel
5. Crossover running
'6., Skipping

7. Backward running

8. Onesfoaiopping

9. _Two-foot hopping
10. Zigzag (side to side) hopping
11. alking on all fours
12. Ra it hop ,
13. `Seal wdlk (drag feet)
khig.in squat position
14.

15. Stretching
16. Squat thrusts
- 17. Junip and turn 90° 1800/270°, 360°
18. Lateral line touching
,15. Walking, dragging fingers on floor
120. Sprint and dive

a

B. Games
.

1., Relay
..
16

.

run and dive, at line, up and run back to

teammate, dive and tou6fileammate'sloe
t,

.

.

i
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2. Relay

four dive and rolls to a line, return running,,

. dragging fingers on floor
'3. Relay multiple line touching wild hand
4. Relay on all fours, push volleyball with head
5.. Relay dive under legs; leapfrog over next
.,

,

6, Obstacle course, dominated by, crawling under and
..-

r

. jumping over activities
7. Dodge gall

.

8. beep away

9. Tag, low crouch or heeping, on all fours
10. Mini-volleyball games 1 on 1, i's-en 2, 3 on 'Am small)
court to encourage large court coverage and many
contacts per player
C'
IL Volleyball Type Activities

Ihe drills in this section follow a pattern from simple to complex,-,
This does not mean eacji. 'drill is necessarily more complex than the

preceding' one or that the drills must be done in 'order. It only

suggests that semiprogression exists, The activities can-be modified
°further Jo suit a given: situation. Two suggested modifications aid!
use of Mats at the initial, stages of some drills, and Where skill level is
,-,. low, use of thetch, of catch and throw instead of the volley:

'

A. Simple Agility Bal

ail-ling
a

L Toss ballto
j self, let bounce squat under and overhead
.
volley.
2-. Same But .ifter volley sit, then sit. and roll back to

o

,

0

o

shoulder roll. $4
3. Partnet throws ball, from low position move to 1.4alllet
bounce, low; quat, tender ball, volley, sit, roll.
4. Progress to' not letting the ball bounce

) 5. Use above drills but with forearm 'pass instead of

overhead volley. f
6. From knees fall forward to play easy toss after bounce,
forearm pass, fall to hands and stand up quickly.
,7. Same from very low crouch. Keep center of gravity very
-low, dive, out not up and down, May ball, save fall with
.lands and stand up quickly.
,
\
's:S. Same without letting ball boilnce.
after
bounce
Tom low crtmch, step' laterally, play ball
with one arm dry fall to side, then back and roll to all
fours and up quickly.
10. Same without letting ball bounce.

BASIC AGILITY. FOR BEGINNERS

,

11. Partners lying on stomach facing, roll ball back sand
forth.',
12. Partners sitting and facing (10_ feet, apart), pass ball
hack and forth.
`-,13. Partners low squat (10 feet apart), pass ball back and
forth.
t

c

B. Pressure Agility Ball Handling

The following drills all use two people and involve movement
after-a player has passed the ball. The time necessary to accompli,th._
the task can be obtained in different ways the partner can catch
the ball and wait a second or two, or can allow the ball to bounce
once or twice, or can play'the, ball to herself once or twice before
should
passing it back to her partner. Speed of movement
nonetheless be stressed and the player should have to hurry in order
to get the task accomplished.
1. After passing ball to partner:
a. move laterally to a line and touch with fingers and
return..
b. touch two lines and-return.
a
`c.' dive to a line and return.
d. dive to tWo lines And return.
e. execute a push-up.
f. execute a sit-up.
g. execute a squat thrust.
h. execute a jump and turn in the air.
i. combine any of the aboye.

e
C. ComPleX Agility

1.

C.

The last drill involves rapid movement from "one level to
another and encourages the flow from one volleyball-type move tothe next.
1. Coach passes ball laterally to player, causing player to dive'
to make play; coach then sets another ball high near net
for same player to spike.
.2, Coach tosses ag' above and follows with sapie oplayer
blocking at net.
3. Coach losses to left .then another ball to right fOr dive
recovery.

4. Coach tosses close enough to allow regular overhead pass
then follows with difficult lob forcing player to dive;
coachthep sets for spike at net.
18
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5. Make combinations as kasY or tough a§ is advisable

according to team's ability: The toss should become harder
arrd harder until it is more like a spike.
In all the foregoing drills the coach should stress a good ready
position: legs bent, elbows in close and hands at about chest level.
This type of training has been designed to improve agility which will

lead to more complete and diversified floor coverage. The many

movements- from one level to another (stand, stoat, dive) are

designed to make the prospective player more prepared to execute
these moves during the game situation.
There is a catalyst missing which must be supplied by the teacher.
The student must be convinced that rigor coverage as characterized
by diving, rolling and saves is the lifeblood of aigood volleyball
plater. To play the game without this verve relegates a player and
team to the category'of mediocrity.
REFERENCES

Baacke, Hurst. Mini-volleyball. hcernational Volleyball Federation
Clinic. Toronto, Ontario, 1974.
Toyoda, Hiroshi. Teaching techniquee, for beginners. International
Volleyball Federation Clinic. Toronto, Ontario, 1974.
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-`'React, Receive, Respond

,

IRENE A. WYCKOFF

Irene Wyckoff is a physical education graduate of Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond, She has 'taught high school
students and has been the head volleyball coach at:Glenbrook
Sheb/a.yed on a
Nqrth High. School in Northbrook,
USVBA women's team and Arlington Park District women's
*teaM,
The first and most important skill 'for a v011011411 player is the
ability to move into position to receive the served ball and to have
complete control. Once the first hit is controlled, the team may
continue with its offensive strategy rather than-mere defensive play. .
The first step in achieving this goal is to give the gills drills during
practice sessions that relate directly to a game situation; They must

move within the .drills, 3)et thdre must be quick' start and stop

moments to develop response time The fpllowing aredrills that have
een adapted and modified to a game situation:
he firskdrill-(Figure 1) is a lead-up activity to see 016' response

ti

of' the players on the team. Player B faces the *all (10 feet

away) in a ready position for the bump.. Player A, standing behind B,

21

tbrows the hall to the wall, directly in front f Player B who bumps
the ball toward the wall. Immediately followi g: Player C thro
ball in the sOne' manner as A. The throws co finite alternating 4)
one side to another. The same drill could e varied with Playa B
volleyinale ball.
In the second drill (Figure 2), Player A is facing Player S, who is .
in a ready Position for a- volley with her back to A. A tosses the ball
into the' air, then calls Sty nathe. B turns around quickly, locates
the ball in the air and volleys ifback to A. As the girls become more
Skilled, variations may be tried. For example, B can bump the ball to
A. or A4can tdsi the ball to the right or left of B. The third variation
,,involves three players -,a setter at the net and two players in the
right and left; back positions. A tosses the ,ball to the,center back
position. While the ball is in the air, she calls' the name of Players or
C who moves quickly to the center-back position and plays the ball
:hack.to A. The,drill continues until each player has had 1.0 turns in
ueach of the, three positi s. In all cases, the player tossing the ball
in a game situation) and the players
should be considered the s
receiving, with'their backs toward the-player tossing.the ball, should
,\
think of placing the ball to the setter,
B
.

eel, name here

,

A

S

A

Figure 2.

Tile last is the, most usefyl response drill for receiving in egame
situation (Figure 3). The receiving players line up in their receiving
'Position with th backs toward the riet. As the server tosses the ball
into the sir, a whistle is blown, alloying the receiving team time to
turn around, locate the ball and play it in .a controlled way.
After- this drill has been mastered, a progressive drill may be
added as follows: (1) With- the players' *bagcs to the net, th,
instructor blows the whistle as the ,server's hand contacts the ball.
(2) Players now face the server. Whel-the server tosses the ball, the.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Whistle is blown to condition the players to theSame feeling that
was created when their backs wore tuyned and the whistleblew. ('s)
Players continue to face .the server; the whistle is not blown this
time.

1

J.

Figu73.

If the instructor finds that'the players are not progressing fast
enough, sne should go back to the vaiious' stages and Work more
blowly..SOmetimes a lap or two, when an 'unsuccessful hit has been
contacted, is .very effective in helping high school girls concentrate
more fully. There are mixed feelings regarding this method, bht the
writer has found it to be very effective. The one thing to consider
before using this technique is that the players are skilled enough to
control the ball in a game situation:It is unfair to put girl in this
position before she is repdy.
All of these drills can help players move their feet faster and reatt
sooner to "React, Receive, Respond," and win!

REACT, RECEIVE, RESPOND
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The "Toss Method" in ,Spiking
BETTY STE* ZWINGRAF,
Betty ZwingraAis an assistant .professor of physical education
at Staten Island Community College in New York' City. She.
received her B.S. degree from New Yor,k University and her
M.A. from Adelphi University,.Garden City, New York. She,
has been a volleyball coach at both the high school and colleger

..

level and alormer staff member at the USVBA Region. Ili

OlySpic Development Volleyball CamP. She also has been an y
'
"A" level USVBA player for three years.

Spiking teehniques and methods of 'teaching' the spike, have!

'

changed considerably in-the last few years. A tecent develppment in
spiking methodology -used by many staff members. of the Region it
USVBA Volleyball Olympic Development Camp is the. "tiiss-,
'
method."
r
r
0
The toss method effectively controls the height and placement of
the set, helping to stabilizg the spiking environment, and thereby.,

.

A

improving spiking productivity. It takes into account inllividuar;
differences in ability and allow. the spiker more hits in a\shotter 'i
time span than the traditional p ss, set, spike approach.
Because of the improved piking environment and increase of

possible spikes, the spiker can progress more rapidly/ towards
e.
reaching her power, potential.

The following is a' ummary of the toss method style f teaching
file 'spike...Particular
emphasis is Placed on skill progressio. and t4
,
solution of anticipated difficulties.
-

I. Skill Progression

,,
,

Spiking action.
A. Without the ball, practice the footwork and Spiking
Next, practice tossing. the Vail to self straight up using an

underhand two-handed toss motion. The toss should be
executed without imparting too much spin on the ball. A ,,

rapidly spinning ball is more difficult to hit..':
B. At midcourt, toss the ball underhand about an arm's distance,
out in front of the hitting arm at a height of 8-10 feet. -Without jumping, spike the tossed ball over the net.. Stress the
full arm extension and hitting the ball with the heel of the
hand. Follow by adding top spin with the snapping of the
wrist and fingers forward over the top of the ball. Depending
upon the height and jumping capability of the individual
Spiker, the farther the spike from the net. the more the ,hit
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migt.be contacted below the midline-of the ball to clear the
" net:
C. Froni the 10-foot line, toss to self and spike the ball over the

net without jumping. Repeat adding the jump. Emphasize the
2-foot takeoff and the development of the line of force or
power line from the left leg (for right-handed hitters) through
the center of gravity and to the spiking arm.
D. Atter mastering the above steps, toss the ball from the 10-foot
line so that it reaches a distance of 3 feet rom the net and a
height of 8:10 feet. 'Take a few running te sump and spike
the ball over the net. Remember to keep t e ball out in front.
of,the hitting arm.
E. Partner tosses the ball 8-10 feet straight u frOm a distance of
3 feet from the net then steps back to lfow the spiker to.
jump and spike the ball __over the net. epeat; adding the ",
approach at a 7-foot distance from the ne
,

I PsAsible Difficulties
A. When first attempting the toss technique, some students will
invariably try to run, jump aryl spike all in the same motion.
The instructor shoUld emphasize the high toss, during the first
part of the skill followed by the rest of thelspiking action:
B. Short players may have difficulty spiking unless they learn to
hit below the midline of the ball or farther from the net.
C.
Of
course, not everyone,,Will be successful at spiking after the
,
.first few lessons. Some individuals will nhed more work on the
arm action without .complicating the skill with a jump. Other
more talented performers will be ready for the full apprOach
and titkeoff. The teacher. must consider individual differences,'
when giving drill instivictions.°
III. S

1p.kcij,gf Drills-

.`

X SPIKER
BA LL

v.

v

vie
1

.X2

10' line

X2.

3

Figure 1. Drill A.
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Drill A: All Xi s toss to self and spike the ball over the net. The X/ s

run after the ball and return to the end of their lines. The..Xis

repeat the action immediately after the Xi s spike.
Drill A Modification: Use only 3 spiking lines on one court. The Xi s
toss the ball for their entire spiking line. After 15 tosses, the Xi s
join the spiking line and X2 S toss.
-

z' X2 X3 )(-4 X6
07

i.

I

Xa

y

)(1

1

X SPIKER
BALL

Xi

i
X6

1
.

?

.

X6 X4 X3 X2 I
Figure 2. Drill B.

Drill B: Spiking with defense drill. The X2 S toss the.ball,to the Xi s
whop ttch the ball ant toss it straight up to a heightof 8-10 feet.
On th toss, the Xis are facing the sideline nearest the spiker and
are 3 feet from the net. The X2s spike, the ball over the net and
move to the right back defensive position. The defense tries to
bump the ball to the center front position.
-

Drill B Modification: As the spikers. become more proficient,
gradually move the tosser cioser to the center front position. Add
the block.

err
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A Behavior Game -for Volleyball
BARBARA PASSMORE

Barbara Passmore received her B.S. from tie University,of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, and her M.A. from the University of
MissouriColumbia. She is currently working toward a doctoral degree at The Ohio State University,. Columbus. She has
been a physical education instructor at Indiana Stdte University, Terre Haute, for six years.

At the culmination of a volleyball unit, many schools hold a
tournament in coeducational volleyball. The author has observed
that the following tends to occur during these tournaments. The
boys yell at the girls for missing the play. The girls yell back making
cutting remarks. Eventually the girls just stand and allow the boys to
encroach upon their territory in order to execute the ,play.
In an' effort to change' titese undesirable behaviors a modified
volleyball game, described below, was designed using selected
principles of learning. The elements necessary for designing a
behavior game include: definition of target behaviors (behaviors to
be ,eliminated), apparatus needed for reinforcement of desired
behaviors and the type of reinforcement used when the students
subscribe to the rules.
Definition of TargetBehaviors

It is extremely important tp define the target behaviors clearly.
When this is done the teacher can quickly determine when they, are
occurring and the students will know precisely vtripthe desired
behaviors are Selecting ,pnly bne or two target behhilirs at a time is
important. The following 'target behaviors were selected for this
game:

1. Eperoachnielit cln a teammate's territory in order to hit the
,.
ball. This includes:
a. moving into a teammate's position
b. pushing teammate(s) away in order to retrieve a ball
c. bumping into a teammate in order to retrieve a ball.
2. Yelling at a teammate when an error is made. This includes:
a. blaming a teammate for a mistake
b. calling a teammate a derogatory name
c. blaming a teammate for the low score
d. telling a teammate she/he is a terrible player.

28
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Rules Given to Students
The following rules are to be given to thestudpnts:
1. No encroachment, on, a teammate's territory or bairin order to
hit or retrieve the ball.
2. No yelling at teammates making errors.

3. The rest of the rules are in accordance with regulation'

volleyball.

Apparatus Needed for the Reinforcement
There should be two 30-second stoPclocks, one per team, placed
so that each team can view its respective clock. There should be a

main scoreboard, plus two extra scoreboards, one for each team.
Scorecards are also fine. There should be a light on top. of each
scorebdard. The scoreboard will be used for accumulation of the
appropriate skill or behavior points.

Guidelines for Reinforcement of Target Behaviors
Below are guidelines which the teacher follows to give feedback
and reinforcement of correct behaviors:

Time can be accumulated on the team's stopclock when the
inappropriate target skill or behavior is not present, i.e., have the
team's stopclock run only when the skill or behavior is performed

,

correctly.
For every30 seconds of accumulated time on a team's stopclock,
one point is awarded to that team toward it ,final score (the time
and/or number of points can be varied).
.

When a point is earned in this manner, the light on top of the
team's scoreboard will go on for 5-10 seconds. The point is then
recorded on the team's scoreboard and added to the team's total

points on its main scoreboard. The light and individual team

scoreboard give immediate feedback to the team members when
they are performing the skill or behavior correctly.

A team that wins must have at least four points of their total

score earned in this man r.

A teammate who co tinues to show inappropriate behavior can
be excluded .from the gal e for three minutes. This can be done by a
vote-from her/his teamma s.
iminate two specific behaviors in
This game is designed
coeducational volleyball. Similar games can be designed for class use
'and deal with behaviors and/or skills such as holding the ball, double
underhanded bump or poor sportsmanship after an official's call.

29
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Mcini Volleyball, New Craze
for Children 9 -12
LORE140 T. MONACO

0 Loretta

7'.

fonaco received hers B.A. degree from ihe

University f California and is currently teaching at Merritt
College in aklandaCalifornia. She is a member of the USVBA

Rules and ScoringTommittee and the United States Olympic
Women's Volleyball Committee, and holds a NAGWS national
officiating rating.

The future development and spread of volleyball depends consid-

erably on the number of children attracted to the game. These
youngsters will increase the number of active players. Therefore.

they should have the opportunity to participate in a game
resembling actual volleyball as Closely as possible.

Mini volleyball. offers a solution to the problem. It is played with
a smaller ball, on a smaller court with ,a lower net, and with two
teams of three to six players each. Rules are especially adapted to
the capabilities and needs of children in the 9-12 age bracket.
Mini volleyball enables childred to indulge in regular volleyball
with optimum biological prerequisites as fay as the overall sequence
or motions and reactions pre concerned. The children soon grasp the
techniques and elementary tactics of volleyball and acquire the essential capabilities, such as swiftness, skill, jumping ability and quick
response while actually playing.
Mini volleyball was established based on the relevant experiences

and scientific publications of various countries. The Committee on
Mini Volleyball of the F.LV.B. Trainer Commission recommends
that all national volleyball associations adopt these rule changes
(e.g., height of the net, playing area dimensions).

Rules .
Purpose of the Game

Each team tries to make the ball go over the net and touch the
opponents' area. The opponents attempt to prevent this.
*This article is reprinted with permissipn from Volleyball Review. Minor
editorial changes were made to fit Guide requirements.
MINI VOLLEYBALL
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Number of Players

A team consists of three to six players and two substitutes. As far

as possible, players should be uniformly dressed. A Ilaximum of
three substitutions per game is permissible. In case a team becomes
incomplete (less, than three players), the team loses the game,
keeping the previous games won and points acquired.
Playing Area, Net and Ball

The playing area shall be 4.5m (15 feet) wide and.12m (40 feet)

long. A net divides the playing area into two equal courts, The
height of the net shall be 2,10m (7 feet) for both male and female
teams. The sidelines marking the playing area are 5 cm (2 inches)

wide. The center line is 10 cm (4 inches) wide.
The ball shall be what is'commonly known as siz "4" (size "5" a
normal volleyball); a size "3" may also be used.
Orvice for the,
A toss of a coin determines the choice of courts

first and third games. Teams will change courts before the'second
game starts. Teams will also change courts in the third game as soon
as one team has scored eight points. ThiS.will not affect the lineup or
score.
Position of Mayers

Teams consisting of three players will position themselves within
their courts...in such a manner that there are two front-line players
and one back-line player at the time the ball is served. The backline
player will serve tft ball. For six players; three are on the front line,
and three on the back line.
After serving the ball, the back-line player resumes his position
within the court. However, this player may not spike or hit the ball
from the attack area unless the ball is below net height.
The Service

k

The service is the act of putting the ball in play. This A always
done by the back-line player. The player places herself in the service
area of 1.5m (5 feet) designated for this purpose and hits the ball
with one hand over the net into the opponent's court.

Only after the service is completed may the serving player

re-enter the court. A service .is considered completed if the server
hits the ball after the toss.
If the service is'to be considered good, the ball may not touch the
net, a payer, any object above or to the side of the playing area or
the grodnd outside the playing area. .
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE

Hitting the Ball During Play
After the service, the ball may be hit with both hands, both arms,

one hand, one arm or with any part of the body above the waist.
Only a short contact with the ball is allowed when playing the ball
or spiking it over the net.

After a maximum of three contacts, the ball must be- sent ovbr

the nets

The ball emay not be contacted by the same player twice

k

,,consecutively (exceptions: blocking). The ball may not be caught,
pushed, carried or held.
The ball may not touch the ground f the playing team's court,
'touch any object above oPto the si of the playing'area or touch
the ground outside the playing area after being contacted by a player
of her .own team.

Play at the Net.

The players may not touch the net. Touching the opponent's

court with one or both feet is not a fault provided that-some part of
the foot remains in contact with the center line.
. The ball may touch the net, except during the serve. Players may
reach over the net only when defending their own court (blocking).
If the ball touches one or more players forming the block; it will
be counted as one hit for this team.
If two opponents touch the ball simultaneously move the net
the receiving team has the right to three hits,.
Interruptions of Play

\\,

'After the service, the ball is played until the referee bl

Iws

the

whistle (dead ball).

Each team may take two time-outs of 30 seconds pertailie-to

receive advice or instructions.
A substitution must take place without delay.

I

Time-out for request or substitution may only be made by the

coach or team cap4in and only if the ball is dead.
If a match has to be interrupted becaumft of unforeseen
circumstances, it will be resumed with the score Oil lineup given at
the time of interruption. However, this applies only to cases where
the period of interruption does not exceed four hours: If the delay
exceeds four hours, the score will be cancelled and the match will be
t=
replayed.
Scoring

A team scores a point if it is serving and the opponent commits a
fault. A team keeps the right to serve until it commits a fault. When
MINI VOLLEYBALL
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e,
the serving team commits a fault, a -change of service take
however no point will be scored, (side out). The players,ofIlletrn
change their positions. upon receiving the ball for service (the right
front-line player becomes the back-line player and the left front-line

player becomes the right front-line player).

'-

A team wins the game if it scores at least 15 points and has a

2-point advantage over the opponents.
A team wins the match when it Wins at least two games of the
match.
Conduct of the Match

The match is conducted by a referee. She takes care that the rules
are not violated and ensures that the match will be played correctly
and in keeping with fair play principles"'
The referee conducts the match by blowing the whistle to initiate
play and to interrupt the match in case of violations of the rules.
During the match the decisions of the referee are fihal. The
referee demands that coaches and trainers behave in a sports anlike
manner. In case of a serious or repeated offense, the referee may
disqualify the offending player for the rest or the game or fol the
entire match,- Each action that serves to intentionally delay the
course of the match will be penalized by a w ning. Repetition of an
offense will entail Toss of a point or loss of svice.

3
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Solving -Volleybgll's Most
persiitent Problems
DONNA A. LOPIANO
,

Donna Lopiano is an assistant professor at Brooklyn College of
the City University of New York. She received her B.S. degree
from' Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven, and the

M.A.' and P,h.D. degrees from thg Univelsity of Southern
California, Los Angeles. S1 coaches both the men's and
women's inttercollegiate volleyball teams at Brooklyn College
and has participated in five USVBA National Champsirips.
She is also chairArson of the 1973-75 United States
Spirts Council's Women's Volleyball Committee.

Consistency is the key to winning volleyball at all levels of play.

Four problems stand out as particularly difficult in the coach's
struggle to prepare a consistent volleyball team: (1) choosing an
offensive system that best employs a team's talent; (2) developing
consistent, confident' and aggressive spikers; (3)" handling the

breakdown of receiving the service; (4) developing concentration and
poise.

The following cause and effect analysis of these problemsois,by no
means comprehensive or conclusive. Rather; the thoughts reflect
personal experience from both a player and coach's point of view.
Choosing an Effective Offense

For most college and interscholastic teams, the 5-1 and 6-0

offensive systems and their derivatives have been more problematic
than helpful. The 3-spiker .front line is an ideal concept which often

iluns into disaster when appropriate personnel and fundamental

. skills are lacking ;The two most important prerequisites fQr any:team
taking the large step up from the 4-2 to a 3-spiker front offensiye
system are\(1) availability of a center hitter and (2) ability to receive

service effectively or more simply, to put the ball where a setter

coming'out of the back row can get to it and set effectively.
Do you have a hitter who can cut the short power angle with her
spike when up against a one- or two-person center block and who
can read the center block and dink against the three-person btock?,
Do you possess this one exceptional hitter?
Does your team receive service well? The setter coming out of the

back tow is almost totally useless if she receives the service
SALVING VOLLEYBALL'S MOST PERSISTENT PROBLEMS
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ineffectually. Assume your superior hitter is hitting center and a
halfway decent pass of service is required for an effective execution

of the short and accurate center set. In this situation failure to

receive- service consistently wih destroy the three-hitter front-line
concept. Even when outside hitters are designated secondary setters,
the loss of any outside spiker as a potential third hitter increases the
effectiveness of the opponent's block.
In essence, the power of the 4-2 offense is consistency. The setter
is never 30 feet away from a poor pass of service. Her sets won't be
on the run often. Neither will she be asked to "pull off" a short
Center set from a difficult pass in order to set her nest hitter.
Developing the Consistent and Aggressive Spiker

Without doubt, the most frequent topic of conversation among
coaches is how to get players to hit the ball consistently and with
powea. What prevents a player from "chickening out" of a spike and
bumping the ball over the net or "half-hitting" after being stuffed by
an opponent's block? What causes a player to take the sate way out
of a poor set, passing it over the net rather than attempting to spike
a difficult set? How do you develop a confident, aggressive, fearless,
power hitter? An old adage applies: "As one practices, one plays."
Several thoughts are important' to consider:

.1. Every spiker. should be hitting at least 300 balls per practice

(self-toss spikes and successive spiking attempt drills are particularly effective).
2. Dinks and half spikes should not be allowed in practice.
3. Always demand short power angle, crosscourt and line spiking to

simulate the requiremEnt of a successful hit- against a block.
Forbid the "straight ahead" hit.
4. A good rule is: "All sets over the height ofithe net have to be hit
anywhere on the court if the spiker is a front row player." Give
your spiker the opportunity to realize how many sets she really
can hit. Use "difficult set" drills.

5. Allow a spiker to dink in a game situation only after she has
r proved she can "read" the block. Dinks are often unnecessary
excuses for not being confident enough tO'spike.
6. Practice using the block power "swiping" off the block in the
"stuff" situation where the ball has been set into the block. Show
a hitter how to use her power intelligently.Breakdown of Receiving the Service
Ask coaches what:olcurrence most affects thgoutcome of a game

and the reply will*Obably be "we couldn't recive service for eight
points." The symptoms of a breakdown in receiving the service are
36
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easily identified: (1) indecision..." "[have it you take it":.. or
not calling the ball at all; (2) pulling back away from the serve or
ducking tinder it; (3) moving the. rirms to the ball instead of the feet;
(4) swinging the arms at the ball or taking the relaxed bent elbow

approach to the bump: These technical and communication rriors
are easy to spot but not easily overcome prioito losing many ornts.
It is important for thecoach to realize that this breakd wn will
occur and to plan for training her players to handle the situation. A
number of these occurrences are important to cover in the practice
session:

.

.

1. Setters getting to the poor pass and setting on the run, from

backcourt and in "other than great" position. Set using forearm
pass, and putting the second ball over the net when it is over0
passed.
4
2: Front row hitters setting long crosscourt to the opposite outside
spiker instead of running outside the court to execute a hit.
3. flack row setters setting long and high to the opposite hitter and
these hitters hitting the long high set from backcourt.
4. When,playing the out-of-bounds ball, teach players not to panic
when going after the ball. Ha it straight up in the air, allowing

another player time to get into good position for. the long
forearm pass.

Developing Concentration and Poise,

Keeping your team movig,and ready for everything possible that
might happen is any coac) 's dream and desire. The "super, speed"
practice situation where Oerything possible happens at gamelikg or
faster speed is an interesting and effective method of contributineto
the team's ability to handle every, situation. It requires a cool head,
quick and firm decisions, proper execution of skills and excellent
conditioriing. The following drill insures thlt whenever the team gets.
the ball over the net, it will be returned quickly. Since it always
starts with receiving the service, it provides practicein this important
aspect of the game. See Figure 1, p. 38.
The goal is prolonged,qast and efficient play duplicating the
exhausting volley in a good' game. It requires a lot of talking, total
involvement of all players and shows teams the many things
. that can
,
happen.
3
The tosser putts the ball into play immediately after the receiving
team gets the ball over the net by using one of many options:
1. She immediately throws over a "free ball."
2. The player employs a self-toss spike. This simulates an immediate
return as occurs when a hard hit ball is. "dug" and comes right
,back over the net.
SOLVING VOLLEYBALL'S MOST PERSISTENT PROBLEMS
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Key:
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Figure 1.

'

3. Someone tosses a ball to the setter who ma3i:.set to any of the

three hitters. They have the option of hitting or clinking.
4. The tosser, overpasses the setter, simulating that game situation
and testing the reaction of the center blacker. As% soon as the
tosser starts a play she picks another' ball in preparation for starting the next one. There should be no hesitation between plays.

Balls played over by the starting team. may be blocked but
otherwise may not be played out. The blockers' attention must be
turned immediately to the tosser's option. It's wkood idea for the
coach to be the tosser at the beginning Of of season. However, you
will find that everyone Wants a chance at creating difficult situations
for the starting team os to take advantage of some. weakness spotted
while performing the drill.

Play should be continuous. No coaching.shguld go on wane the
ball is in play. Wait until the volley is complete. The writer finds it is
desirable to wait until four or five serves are made before coaching.
. This provides the players a rest petiod while the instructor in talking.
Be sure that the server is ready again if the starting team fails to get

the ball over. The starting team should backpedal quickly into
receiving the service position after their error. This prevents their
reflecting on mistakes to the point of forgetting to play the next
point and immediately directs their attention to the new play.
3$
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Techniques for Implementing Basic
Interchanging Strategy
6

E. KAY-E HART.

E. Kaye Hart received her B.S. and M.S. degrees from 'Utah
State University, Logan, and her. Ph,D, from the University of
Utah, Salt Lake. City. Currently she is assistant professor at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, where she teaches volleyball andcoaches the intercollegiate volleyball team.

Many, volleyball teachers and coaches,, dealint with players
unfamiliar with the basic strategy of player interchanging, often
avoid introducing such strategy because of a lac4i, of effective
teaching techniques. Such an omission not only hampers players
from maximizing their 'special attributes and skills but also needlessly limits a team's pi:ogress towards more threatening offensive
to and defensive patterns of play.
Initially, it is imperative?' that players acquire a thorough

understanding of what interchanging (switching) means and why it is

with legal
utilized, and that they learn the rules concerned
exchanging of

implementation. Basically, an interchange involves the
positions by two or more players at the moment the ball is served or
during a "free" ball situation and a return to the serving order when
the ball is dead.
Purposes of interchange

Examples of -using the interchange for offensive purposes might
be: (1) to move a settervinto the center front position to enable her
to provide consistency in the setting to the right front and left front
spikers, (2) to move a good spiker into either the right front or left
front position to best utilize her most effective long angle and power
hit and (3) to move a setter from the back row to the front row to
set for the three fronterow spikers (multiple offensive strategy:
Interchanging can also be used 'effectively to improve a team's
defensive play by: (1) moving the most effective blacker to a
position across ,the net from the opponents' best spiker, (2) if a
two-player block is used by a team, moving the best blocker to the
center front position to allow her to participate in all blocking
attempts, (3) moving the best back row spike receiver to a position
diagonally across from the opponents' best, spiker to ."dig" the
cross-court long angle and power hits, and (4) moving the quickest
IMPLEMENTING BASIC INTERCHANGING STRATEGY
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back row player to the center back position to increase and insure
more back row mobility.
Inti'oductory discussions of interchanging might *chide observations of a videotape, movie or live volleyball match hetWeen teams
'using the interchange strategy purposefully and 'effectively. The

instructor should attempt to point out key aspects, in the interchange process and its resulting effects during the observations,

Once a basic understanding and appreciation of the,interchange
strategy and common lines of communication haSte been developed,

the players and team should begin the proceislif ihiPlementation.
Concentration' should be directed to one type of-hiterchariging,at a
time, progressively building up to as many interchanging patterns as
needed by the team to maximize the special skills breach player.
Techniques to Develop Interchange,Skills

The f6llowing are suggested teaching and. coaching techniques
that may be used to develop a player's and4ea*s ability to legally
and effectively interchange in a volleyball !inatch. `Suchastrategy
should result. in mdre exciting and challeagingivolleyball play.hoth
for the players and temits.

r

1. Place tape markings on the floor directing the interOanging

players to their approximate new positions. , 'Remove the tape as soon
.' as possible to 'avoid dependence upon the flo:or. directions. Encourage players to acquire s't'eeling for theitne* positioning by cueing
. on various court markings that can be ',Seen with their peripheral
vision while they are moving and niaintairtipg eye contact with the
ball.

2. Place the player(s) who is going to interchange in a numbeCed
or special colored pinnie so that the rest of the team is visually aware
of her and ready to respond to herintentions.

3. Use an overhead projector or Jarge chalkboard to 'display
visually the desired interchanging patterns on the gym sideline
enabling the players to glance at the pattern just prior to a given
rally to recheck their individual' respqnsibilities in executing the
team's plans.

Handouts should be piOvided for the players with a concise
explanation and diagraming of the team's .interchanging patterns of
play.
5. Encourage memorization of the interchanging patterns as early
as possible in the class or; season. -Prior to-each rally have the players

close their eyes for a moment and 'attempt to mentally view
themselves initiating and completingthe planned interchanging.

6. Appoint a given player or, two to strategy leader positions.
These players should emerge riattirally as capable interchange
performers and be soinewhat '1404. Their responsibility is verbally to
40
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remind the rest of the team about each successive interchange
pattern and play.

7. Videotape and/or chart the team frequently to analyze

common errors in the individual players and team during .their

interchanging opportunities in early scrimmages and class or competitive matches.
games and Drills

Several modified games and drills are applicable in advancing
practice of interchanging patterns. The following are a few such
.

game-like drills designed specifically for interchange practice.

1. Set up an official team alignment and quickly review the

planned interchanges that occur When younk team is serving.'Extra
players i take, turn serving, the ball while the aligned players initiate`

and complete the interchange plan. The challenge is to be com/pletely interchanged before the served ball hits the floor on' the
' receiver's side of the court. Rotate the team after every five serves
and repeat the new interchanging patterns.

2. Set up a team into 'receiving the serve alignment and

formation. Drill the team in executing the limited interchanging,that
can be accomplished 'during the opponent's service. Extra playeri'are

used as servers. The 'team, after successfully switching during the -save, should be allowed to play the ball back over to the server's
court utilizing its offensiye attack. Again, the receiving team should
rotate after every five serves or after every five balls it returns back
to the server's court with an acceptable offensive hit.
3. Set up a team'aligned in its proper service order positioning.
Review the remainder of the switches or interchanges that should
take place 'during a free-ball hit deep into the opponent's court by a
teammate (these are switches that. could not take place during the
opponent's service). Extra players are positioned on the opponent's
court at various arbitrary positiOns. A designated extra player calls

out "free ball," counts to three, then. sends a free ball into the
team's court. It is the challenge of the aligned team to call "switch,"
interchange effectively to prior designated new positions and
successfully control the free ball and sen* it back into the
opponent's court with an offensive hit. As soon as the free ball is

returned to the opponent's court, another extra player repeats the
same series of actions until all extra players have sent a "free ball" to
thealigned team.

4. Early in scrimmages, the court can be marked ,off into six

general divisions. A bonus point in addition to regular scoring can be
awarded during any rally each time a team 'properly completes the

designated interchange from one of the playing positions into the
IMPLEMENTING BASIC. INTERCHANGING STRATEGY
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new position. The necessary points to win a game may have to be
increased because of the additional methods of scoring.
One must remember that intense concentration ail& freedom

from skill insecurity are, basic to successful player and team

interchanging. Caution should, be us9d in avoiding too much player
and team dependency on much of the external stimuli previously

mentioned. As quickly as possible, the players must assume the
responsibility of thinking ahead and operating independent of excessive external stimulation to avoid overemphasis of interchange
patterns at the expense of instinctive and fundamental skillful play
.
of the ball.
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Point Position +Time =Strategy
KAROL ANNE KAHRS

Karol Anne Kahrs is an assistant professor at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. She received her B.S. Ed. degree
from the University of Georgia at Athens and the M.A. and

Ph..4, from The Ohio State University, Columbus. She has
been actively involved in volleyball as a player, coach, teacher,
official and clinician.

The caliber of volleyball competition has improved tremendously
in recent years. More highly refined individual skills and sophisticated offensive and defensive strategies have set a new pace in good
match play. Today, a team in high level competition has to beat the
clock as well as defeat the opponents. Therefore, the coach who
does not consider the time factor of a particular match in determining game strategy may face unnecessary defeat.
Until recently coaches and players did not have to concern them

selves with the clock because the level of game play did not use
playing tiMe. Consequently, strategy could be determined by analyz-

ing the point pottoonif each team. Determining playing strategy
solely on this bas.

y, however, can result in unnecessary defeat.

Loss by Team with Lead
A scoring lead of nine or more points with less than three minutes

to play logically would encourage a team to assume the probability
of winning the gaftse. However, the outcome of numerous matches
has provided convincing evidence that the inevitable winner does not
always win. Often the team with that big lead lost. How did this
happen? In each instance the team ahead attempted to end the game
quickly by continuing to attack aggressively even when its opponents had the service. Overanxiousness, overconfidence and increasing carelessness resulted in attacking errors, the most common of
which was trying to "overpower" the ball. Rapid repetition of 'illstakes Of this nature quickly allowed the opponent to score a number
of points in a short time. These points then provided the potential
losers a new opportunity and the momentum to win the game. One
might assume that after experiencing a big lead and then a loss the
mistake would not be repeated. In a three-game match, however, the
pattern described Was often repeated.
What causes a team that is winning easily suddenly to makernumerous mistakes ultimately resulting in the loss of a game or match?
POINT POSITION + TIME = STRATEGY
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Many times, when a team is winning easily, the challenge of the
match is met before a game is completed. When the challenge does

not remain eminent, a team may become bored, losing its high level
concentration. Without the necessary concentration, reactions
anticipation become slow. This results in waiting for the
ball rather than moving to play the ball. Once a team falls prey to
boredom, a scoring advantage can quickly turn into a series of errors.

to

Strptegy for Winning Team When not Serving

pLet's look at the situation logically. If five to six minutes

ol

laying time have been conaumed and one team has a nine-point lead

or better, it stands fa reason that if the tempo of play remains
relatively the same for the team ahead, then the clock or points

should run out before the team that is down in 'points has time to
catch up. It must be remembered that for the clock to run, the ball
must be kept in play. Therefore, if the apparent winning team does
not have the serve, it is important that its strategy cliange to keeping
, the ball in pray. To be overly aggressive ighilepthe opponents, are
serving will allow the time advantage to belong to-the opponents.
Mistakes while the opponents are serving give away unnecessary
points. By the 'same token, the potential losing team must conserve
-all the time possible to stay close and possibly win the game. To
accomplish this task the team short on score must convert its attack
effectively in the shortest time possible. The strategy for the team in
the lead, then, must involve keeping the ball in play and the clock
running.

It is obvious that this strategy would not be necessary unless
control of the ball is lost to the opponents. When the opponents are
gaining quick points with little loss of time, deliberatefeffort to keep
the ball in play may be necessary to maintain a scoring lead.
Practice
To employ either one of the desyribed strategies, it is necessary to
have practiced playing from a position of being ahead or behind in
score. There are several reasons that practice conditions must precede utilizing these strategies in ac,tual competition. To play with an

emphasis of keeping the ball in pray to run the clock out is a very
different style from normal strategy, whereby a team plays aggressively and puts the ball away on each attack. To play very deliberate,
controlled ball requires a great deal of skill and self-discipline which
must permeate the entire team. Therefore, controlled conditions in
practice must be planned to insure the development of control and
team discipline necessary to use this strategy effectively.
44
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Players have to experience how to use the clock effectively and
guage their play accordingly. While individual skill techniques do not

change, it is ess9ntial to initiate them in different combinations.
Therefore, by playing under controlled conditions in practice,
players and coaches alike can learn how long to keep the ball alive,
using up two or three minutes playing time.and ccunting the rallies
needed to insure victory.
Strategy for Losing Team

When> team is down in score with limited playing time remaini essential to conserve game time. The skill and strategy
needed to accomplish this task is very different from the one just
jlescribed. Long rallies must be avoided and the team ahead in score
must be kept off-balanc9 and out of position so that points can be
scored quickly. This typecof strategy calls, for a totally different style
of play. It is obvious that to conserve time the ball must be,played
fewer times, and the opponents must be forced to make mistakes
recruiting in many dead balls. The strategy required to accomplish
this goal is demanding and challenging. It requires a great deal ofAajl
handling skill and perceptiveness of the opponent's court and indi-

ing, it

vidual player weaknesses.

To contact the ball fewer times and still have an effective attack
calls for getting the ball into a potential attacking position on the
first hit. This can be accomplished by initiating the two-hit attack
when receiving the serve. All players need to move into position to
cover the court immediately rather than waiting until after the set.
This predetermined plan also alerts the attackers to be ready to

hit the ball on the second contact rather than after the set. The

setter is cued not to play the ball at all. Attacking on the second hit
rather than the third hit will catch the opponents completely off-

guard. Blockers will not have moved into position to cut off the
attack and other playerswill be on the move to establish their defensive positions. This situation allows the team using the two-hit attack

to execute a dirk or off--Spee4 spike -to an open position on the
floor. Once the serve is acquired, the same strategy is employed

when the first ball can be placed to an attacking position.
Interestingly enough this strategy will work many times before
the opponents catch on to what is happening. Should this play become anticipated, the second hit attacker simply has to cross court

set or shoot set to the open side. Effective use of this strategy

quickly turns a one-sided scoring game into a closelrcontested game
or match.
Two-Hit Attack. Strategy
A two-hit gttack strategy allows a team with a big scoring lead
that has lost the serve to turn the ball over more quickly and regain
POINT POSITION + TIME = STRATEGY
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the serve, thus' ending the game on points rather than expired playing time. Is this strategy effective? Yes, it is! Any time players can
control the pace of a game, they can become the master of their
opponents and the clock. This will enhance winning potential. When
a team can dictate the pace and style of the game play, it has an
advantage and can better know what to expect. The team which
cannot anticipate or control the pace of the game will eventually
succumb to-its opponents.
Ability to Change Style of Play

.

Ideally a coach would like to have her team in a scoring position
to play aggressively all the time; realistically this does not happen.
TherefOre, it is essential that a coach have the knowledge and the
players have the skill and discipline to. change their style of play or
strategy when a particular game or match demands it. Scoring position and time remaining in a game will provide players and coach

with the information needed to be effective. The use o time must,
be considered. Time-griented strategies must be planned for if consistent success is to be built into a team's season and overall standing.

Outwitting and outplaying the opponent are critical to winning
success. The element of time can either be, used to an advantage or
become an overpowering obstacle which inhibits a team's success.
Coach your team to utilize and conserve time and to enjoy being the
master of the game and its outcome, rather than losing to the clock
and the opponents.

4$
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The.0-6:-.1,Strategy for a Team.4.

with Limited Ability

JOANNE A: FORTUNATO

)9

is an assistant professor of physical education at Brook ly College, City University of New York where
She assists in teaching, coaching and officiating volleyball: She
received her B.S.. and M.S. degrees from Temple University,

Joanne Fortuna

°

Philadelphia, and the Ph.D. from the University of Southern
California-, Los Angeles. She is chairperson of the NAGWS
Officiating ,Services Area Examinations and Rating Volleyball
Committee.

Following the initial days of volleyball tryouts, a pattern of com-

petencies (or lack of them) began to evolve which held slight
promise for a successful volleyball season. The symptoms were: (1) a

general lack of basic motor ability as evidenced by vertical jump `.\,
heights ranging from 2-10 inches, slow reaction times, an evident
overweight problem, poor quadricep strength and an average height
of 5 feet, 5 inches; and (2) an exposure to volleyball which still

encouraged anywhere from 12-24 player teams, the open palm,
underhand lift, and punchball tactics. Fundamental skills were close
to nonexistent. The best players wgjxpthe "little ones," too small to
es who were slow-moving on
be consistent spikers, and the talle
defense.
High School Volleyball'Syndrome

The situation described above is not unique. Many high school
and junior varsity college coaches face it every season. Many girls
trying out for the team have little or no previous volleyball experi-

ence. In many instances they ate players who did not make the

basketball team but wanted to participate in a sport.

Power volleyball hasn't filtered down into the high schools in
many areas. Players come to college with limited knowledge of the
game. This leads to the permanent volleyball syndrome that whoever
returns the ball over the net as quickly as possible with the first or
"overhead bump" wins.
The 0-6

Faced with this type situation, the coach runs to the library for
help, fiUding sufficient material on the 4-2, 5-1, 6-0 and 6-2 systems
THE 0: STRATEGY FORA TEAM WITH LIMITED ABILITY
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for advanced players or at least those with good motor skill. Little is
of offensive and defensive stratavailable, however, on the d
egies for, the unskilled & pniiii)4( skilled player. The writer's proposal,
for this situation is the 0.6.
The 0-6 is a system in which each player receives service, sets,
spikes and follows and plays the ball if it is anywhere near her. The
only stipulation is when playing the ball, players must call for it
continuously until they. have completed the play. This rule is necessary to avoid head-on collisions.
Putting the 0-6 Together
A. *Fundamental Guidelines
90
1. Praetice,should be five days a week for a minimum of two
hours per day. An additional hour should be put in for individual skill practice and running.
2. Three quarters of all practice time should be spent °on basic
skills and receiving the service.'
°
3: Reduce every situation to its simplest elements to uncomplicate each player's responsibilities.
4, Emphasize 'concentration and good performance of funda" mental skills.
B. "W" Receive of,Service

1. In this system of receiving the service, players have only.a
'limited distance to move to cover every service possibility.

2. The "W" system reduces decision making to a minimum,
° clrarly defining each player's responsibility.
3. No more than.oie step of lateral movement is required pxcept
by the right back and right front players. No one ever backpedals to play the ball. A ball coming above waist height\ is
generally not played.
4. All playerszare required to "open" toward the ball. This"affords back line players a clear view of the oncoming serve,
thus avoiding situations where front row players duck under
the ball rather than stepping away and opening to face the
player receiving service.

5. Players must call for the ball at all times and never hesitate to
play it.
a. Left Front player stands with her left foot on the left sideline at hallfcourt. Any ball to her left is out. She is responsible for %II balls falling in front to the net and those one
step to her right.
b. Center Back stands slightly to the left of center court at
411
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CF

CB
LB

RF
RB

Flaunt 1. Areas of responsibility: "W" receive
of the service.

halfcourt. She plays any ball in front to the net and those
one step to the left or right.
c. Right Front stands approximately 8-10 feet from the right
sideline. She is responsible for all balls in front to the net,
those one step to her left and any all the way to, the right
sideline.

d. Left Back stands between the. Left Front and Ceter Back
approximately one body length from the back line. She is

responsible for all balls one step forward and those one step
to the right or left, bringing the player to the left sideline.
e. Right pack stands between the Center Back and Right Back "
approximately one body length from the back line. She is
responsible for everything behind the Center Backe all balls
once step forward and all those to the 'right sideline.
1. Center Front is the setter. She is not permitted to touch the
first ball (service) but required to get the pass.

6. The responsibilities and positioning of each player on the
"W" receiving position are based upon sound principles.

a. Since the serve comes from the right side of the court (or
left facing .her), players on the left side of the court have
the least time to move on any direct oncoming ball since it
is closer to them. Since the ball will be in the air longer
because it must travel a longer distance, a ball coming to
the right side of the court is more easily played. Therefore
players on the right side of the court should have larger
area responsibilities than those on the left side.
. b. Since 90% of all serves fall in the left three quarters of the
receiving area, most players should be positioned in that
THE 06: STRATEGY FOR A TEAM WITH LIMITED ABILITY
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area. The right side of the court may be left relatively

uncovered because any ball traveling that distance will be
in the air longer and allow players time to get there. However, players do not save that time factor on balls traveling
,
to the left of the court.
c. Since it is much easier to move forward than backward and
a player can run forward faster than she can backpedal, no
player should be moving backward to receive a servg.
d. If the forearm pass is required for receiving the seNice and
is primarily used for balls at or below waist level, any ball
traveling above waist level to a front row. (LF, CB or RE)
player should be played by the back row (RB or LB). Any
ball traveling above the waist to a back row player should
be out-of-bounds over the end line.
e. A ball landing in the front half of the/tourt on serviceas
to have a high trajectory to clear the net. The ball will be in
the air longer, allowing a player more time to get to anA
fall falling in the front half.
7. Stress a "three-setter front first /:.ss" concept. See Figure 2.
a. Each frdnit line playei is responsible for getting to the first
pass if it comes into her area.

1). She then has the option of setting to either of the other
two front row players who must move off the net for the
hitting approach.

c. The three closest players cover the' hitter in case of a

blocked ball and the other two players cover backcourt on
the spike.
CF
SETTER
NO.1

SETTER
NO.2

T
LB

NO.3

RF.

CB

LF

SETTER

RB

I

0

Figure 2.

C. Basic efense with% Adequate Block or No-Block Defense (Garbage Defense)
50
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I. If players are against teams who hit well, a basic blocking
defense is used. See Figure 3.
SEER X

X SPIKER

Figure 3. Basic defense with a block.

2. If players are against teams who do not hit or if -the players'
own block is very poor, a no-block defense is a necessity. See
Figure 4. With the no-block or garbage defense, only tfie center player blocks across the net. Everyone else calls free ball,
moving back close to the floor for defense. Left and Right
Front players move back to half court approximately two to
to Back moves in to the
three feet front the sidelines. The
center of the court while the Left an Right Backs move to a
position four to five feet from. the back line, squeezing
ward the center. *
3. On both defenses all players must be in a ready, crouched
position, able to react quickly to a change of direction, They
cannot be on their way to, a position once the ball i contacted because a change of direction will be impossible.

o e
LB

Figure 4. Basic no-block defense.

The no-block defense is the heart of our game sink' what we refer
to as a "poor" block means we have players in the front row who

cannot get over the net. The entire team learns to specialize in
digging up the balls, not counting on the block.

THE 0-6: STRATEGY FOR A TEAM WITH LIMITED ABILITY
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A Coach's Prayer

MI constant fear is that one day right before a game I will de-

velop laryngitis or stiffening of the limbs and be unable to play with

my team. I have found that in coaching at this-level of play it is
imperative to be actively involved" with the players, moving with
them at all times. They need continuous retinforcement both positive and negative and a variety of stimuli to keep theni secure and
attentive. They must be encouraged to talk to each other to keep
from falling asleep on. the ball, shying away or hitting too carefully
rather than aggressively and confidently. Part of our game is dependent upon noise pollution for courage, especially when the opponents are good spikers.

52
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To See or Not to See?
Key Visual Cues in Volleyball
MARY RUBY

Mary Ruby ithe women's volleyball coach at California State
University, C rco. She received her B.A. from the California
Stine Uniiersit San Jose, M.A. from the University of Iowa,
Iowa City, and )1...D. from the UniversiVof Oregon, Eugene.
She is the volleyball commissioner for the Northern California
Intercollegiate Athletic Conf6.ence and a member of the
NAGWS Volleyball Committee,

t
Physical educators and coaches' are continuously searching,
hoping to identify the ingrellients which produce a top-notch athlete. Are the kdy component in the physical makeup of the athlete,

in the perceptual area, in the intellectual realm or in all three? Even
though the question has been studied both experimentally. and theoretically, the problem remains unsolved and a reliable predictive '
model is nonexistent.
\
There has been some interest in studying a segment of this mythical, athletic profile, namely the part played by visual attributes. More
specifically, researchers have sought to determine whether any positive relationship, exists between visual perception and gross motor
skill performance. Several studies undertaken iethe past ' if century have identified significant differences in certain phases f visual
perception, favoring the highly skilled over the unskilled perf rmers.
Athletes and coaches, however, do not have to rely on r search

findings to tell them how important the visual sense is in Sports
performance. Empirically they are aware of how important it Is to
be able to read a developing, play. Successful athletes have learne ,to
read the key visual cues present in game play so they can be at he
right place at the right time.
Questionnaire

i

Volleyball players must also learn to perceive selective key stimuli\
found within the playing environment which allow them to make

successful plays. Since players know through experience that they
key on certain visual cues, it follows logically that coaches would
benefit in knowing which visual .cues are used most often. Perusing
he current collection of iblleyliall publications does not provide an
adequate, or at least an obvious, 'answer. The-author attempted to
fill part of this existing void by administering a questionnaire to 78
53
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women intercollegiate volleyball players, representing 10 schools
from the Northern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
The questionnaire was one of the measuring tools used in conjunction with a doctoral stady undertaken by the author, The Effects of
Applying q Teaching Methodology Stressing Visual Cue Attendance
During ,the Learning of Volleyball.

The questionnaire was structured so that it solicited the visual
cues these interalegiate players believed they used Visual cue in-

formation 'Was, sought for bothJeceiving-the-ball skills and for target,
skills. Following is a summary of the foils which received 15% or

more of the total number of responses on each question. For ex-

ample,' on, question .one below the total number of responses on the
nine posrsible 'foils was 217. Therefore any foil on question one
receiving thirty-three responses (15% of 217) was identified as a
significant response and is listed in the summa.
A. Receving-the- Ba1LSkilis

1. During which of the following eceiving-the-ball skills do you
read the spin (degree of rotatory movethent) on the ball?
Pass (from teammate) 27%
$erve 33%
.
Set-up (from teammate) 18%
2. During which of the following skills do you read the ar f the.
ball and then adjust your play accordingly?
Pass (from teammate) 21%
Serve 23%
'Set-up (from teammate) 21%
3, During which of the following skills do you read the velocity
of the incoming ball and then adjust you' play accordingly?
Spike 26%
Serve 29%

4. What body parts of the hitter do you key on during the
*

reception of these shots?

a Serve

Arm(s)

21%

Shoulders

18%

Shoulders 23%
24%
Dink
Arm(s) 15%
Hands 42%
U. Block by opponents
Arm(s) 21%
Hands 30%
4 e, Pass (from teammate)
F'orekm(s) 18% Arm(s) 15 %.
1. Set-up (from teammate)
Shoulders 15%
Hands 25%

Waikngs

Hands

Arnits)

15%
17%

Forearm(s)
Hand(s)

20%
15%

you aware of the
5. In which of the following situations are development
of an
location of the ball during your opponent's
offensive play?
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\
The side-to-side location of the set 17%
The distance of the set from the net 19%
The distance of the spike from tir nf!t. 19%
The distance a free ball is hit from the net 19%

6. In which of the following situations are you aware of the

Jo/

opponent's movement pattern and body position?,
The spiker's as she approaches the net --- 41%
The setter's as she moves under the pass 35%
The passer's as she moves under the incoming ball

24%

k 7. In which of the following situations are you aware of the

opponent:s, timing in relation to the ball, that is, the degree to
which she alided of the play, behind the play, or with (on)
the play?
%
The spiker moving to the ball 5,1%
The setter moving under the ball 29%
The passer moving under the ball 19%
8. Do you utilize any of the following background cues during
the receptiortwof a serve, a spike, a dink, a blocked ball, d pass,
a set-up, or an off-the-net ball?
'Boundaries of court - 40%
4Net 29%

B. Target Skills

L Do you look for 'openings in the opponent's defense Alien
.

executing an offensive hit over the net?

No: 5%

Yes: 95%

f so, during the execution of which skills do you perform this
visual checking?
Serve 33%

Spike

29%

Dink .25%

2. Do you as a spiker read the block as you attempt to go around
or through the block?
No: 33%
Yes: 67 %.
3. Do you when passing to the setter attempt to pass to a predeterthined spot /space 74%, or do you adjust according to the
position of the setter,(21a)? Both 5%
4. As a setter, do you set to a predetermined location (63%), or
do you adjust your set according to the position of the spiker

(31q? Both 6%
5. Do you utilize any of the following background cues during
target skills such as the serve, spike, dink, pass and set-up to
teammate? Yes: 90% *No: 10%

Net 37%
Boundaries of court 40%
As a coach, you 'may be mulling over the thought that the results
of te questionnaire are interesting, perhaps useful, but how useful?
What difference will such knowledge ma e in performance? That
riddle has yet to be solved in toto: Would t aching toward gaining an
KEY VISUAL CUES IN VOLLEYBALL
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awareness of these key visual cues help your athletes be better

volleyball players? Again a blank is drawn.

possiEven though research has not yet provided an answer, the possibility that making such information available to your p:ayprs might
affect performance should not be negated. Perhaps such awareness
can be profitably achieved only through experience. But since an
uncertainty exists, coaches may help their players see by making

accessible the visual cues identified here.

,
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Synthesized Statistics in. Volleyball
L. MARLENE MAWSON

L. Marlene Mawson was tournament director for the Second
National AIAW Volleyball Championship helcl'at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, where she is an assistant professor of
physical education, For the past two years, she has coached
K.U. volleyball teams that have qualified regionally for National AIAW Championships.

As volleyball becomes More competitive throughout the nation
and is played and coached in more intense interscholastic and intercollegiate competition, a Science of coaching volleyball inevitably
begins to emerge. Coaches of successful volleyball teams who possess
expertise and experience need objective measurements of players'
efforts to formulate beneficial and strategical teamwork necessary to
win in highly competitive matches. Objective data of game performance is valuable to the coach forplanning team practices, selecting
the best combination of players in..a carefully calculated rotation
order and showing weaknesses and strengths of the opposing team:
A syStem of gathering objective performance data of volleyball
players during competition is 'described here for the assistance of the
coach who faces the challenge of competitive power volleyball. Performance data is kept on a single Volleyball Statistics sheet for each
game played (Figure I). There are five parts of the data sheet which
require specific data recordings, and each will be explained separately.
At the top of each volleyball statistics sheet, the identification of
the data is recorded. All of the statistics for the entire season may
thus be retained for perusal of the coach at any time. There are four
incidence charts of half a volleyball court. On each court diagram,

the dotted line indicates the location of the net. Each diagram is
labeled for its specific use. The last portion of the sheet records a
summary of individual and total teamperformance during the game.
The Ilse of each of these aspects of the #atistics sheet to synthesize
the game performance needs further explanation.

The top left court diagram on the statistics sheet is used for

recording offensive spikes. The number of the spiker is indicated by
the representative location on the court diagram, where the ball was
contacted. A line from the player's number into the opposite court
to its point of contact indicates the direction and flight of the spike.
If the spike was successful in either retaining or gaining possession of
the serve, an arrow is affixed to the end of the line. With this
SYNTHEIZED STATISTICS IN VOLLEYBALL
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Spikes-Dinka
12

12

Missed Defense
Oink (1D Bleck 12-14
Spike

Blocks -Sayes
12-14

Missed Offense
Mena! Hite

GI

SUMMARY CHART

t2.

10

14

ic

TEAM TOTAL

SPIKE

BLOCK

.

.

DEK
_SAVE
FREE

BAD PASS
LLEGAL HIT

Figura 1. Vo layball statistics.
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distinction, it is possible to determine the peicentage of attempts by
le offensive player(s) to spike as well as the effectiveness of the
ikes upon the opposition. The directional indication also reveals
e effectiveness of strategic placement of the spikes. Information
from this diagram can tell the coach quickly which players hit well,
from which position they hit best, where the opponents are most
likely to defend against the spike, and, where spikes are most likely
to score points.
The upper right court diagram is used to record offensive play
that results in loss of the serve or a point for/the opponents. Missed
offense includes misplays such as spikers hiffing the ball into the net
or out-of-bounds, or illegal hits called on the third bat. In the case of
a legally hit ball that goes into the net or out-of-bounds, the offending player's number is indicated at the location the play was made
and a line is drawn to indicate the direction of the mishit ball. These

lines should either end out-of-bounds or at the net (dotted line).
Illegal third hits at the net are differentiated on this diagram by

diagram reveals
encircling the number of the offending, player.,
in a glance the team's mistakes in offensive play.
The bottom two court diagrams are for recording the team's defensive pay. The court diagram on the bottom left is for recording
successful defensive play and the diagram on the right shows missed,
defensive play. Successful blocks are indicated by putting the number(s) of the blocker(s) at the representative point along the met
where the bloCk was made. If more than one blockerwas involved in

the play, ai dash is used to link the two players' numbers on the
statistics diagram. Saves are recorded when a player successfully
keeps the ball in play by executing a dive, a roll oi any other extra-

_

effort play beyond her specific court coverage. The player's number
is placed at the representative point where the save playswas executed. The statistics recorded on this diagram show the team's defensive effectiveness in the game as well as which players contributed
most to the defensive effort.
The statistics diagram at the bottom right is for recording the
team's missed defensive play. This, includes missed blocks, missed
backcourt defense against a spike and missed defense against a dink.
Since the defensive strategy of a team generally indicates specific
floor coverage for each team player against various offensive strategies by the opponents, it is not too difficult for the statistics recorder to determine which player missed her defensive responsibility
when the opponents scored. Missed defense is usually recorded when
eke opponents either score or gain possession of the serve; however,

missed defense may be indicated against a player in cases where
another teammate "saves" the play by extra effort in covering more
than her area of the court.
SYNTHESIZED STATISTICS IN VOLLEYBALL
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MiSsed blocks are indicated on this diagram in the same manner as
good blocks were recorded before. If two blockers were to execute
the defensive play, but missed, both players' numbers should be
recorded even though only one may have been at fault. This procedure will relay the message to the coach that these two players are
not effective blockers together, even though either of them may be
effective alone.
Missed spikes should only be recordedfor backcourt players
when they are unable to control a spike that could not have been
ccur in such situations where a
prevented by the block. This
multiple offensive play may have faked the blockers successfully so
that the spiker was not'defended at the net. Missed spikes are indicated by an inverted "V" over the player's number.
Missed dinks are recorded when the player designated to cover
the dink allows the ball to fall to the floor. The player's number is
encircled at the point on the court where the missed defense occurred.
At the bottom of the volleyball statistic sheet is a summary chart
for recording individual players' and total team game play. The lefthand column indicates variouktypes of offensive and defensive game
play. Across the top of the saimary chart, each player's number is
indicated. The team totals are determined after indicating by tally
marks the number of each type of game play made by each 'player
(Figure 2). The final game score is reported at the bottom of the
sheet. Now, the coach has a realistic picture of whythe game may
have been either successful or unsuccessful after reviewing the summary chart.
4.
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Figure 2.

By keeping a similar statistics sheet for each opp nent's games,
the opposing statistics sheets may be compared to analyze more
specifically the attributes or failures in game ber ormance that
caused either the win or the loss. If statistics for both teams are
kept, two different recorders for game statistics'are suggested since
record reliably. The
there is too much action for one lierson to only
as exact as the
statistics summaries recorded for a team are
consistency of the recorder and only as useful as the symbols are
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL. GUIDE
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meaningful. It is strongly suggested that the coach' designate one
person to keep statistics for every garrte to help insure reliability ofthe information recorded.
The coach may use these statistics sheets at court-side during
time-outs in the match, but even more effectively for identifyingithe
team's, strengths and weaknesses in defensive and offensive team /Pay

as well as for individual players, and for use and consideration 111
planning practices.
The various components of defensive and offensive strategies can
be identified and recorded objectively. By combining incidental
records of play into a total summary, each volleyball game may be
seen as a whole. The statistics for the match cant then be compared
and analyzed. This is the recoeded story of the gafne.
Power' volleyball competition allows very little time to recover
from mistakes made during the game since the 15 points required of
the winner can be acquired very quickly. The nature of the game

requires that the coach and players be alert and be able to make

crucial decisions quickly. Sometimes, in the midst of competition, it
is difficult to recall which performances were good and which were
not. Game statistics make the course of the match very clear. Statistical information is vital to competitive coached, and synthesized
game statistics compiled by the method described here have proved

to be quite useful for the scientifically oriented coach of ewer
volleyball.
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*Volleyball Crossword Puzzle
SHARON BROWN.

4,..

Sharon Brown received her B.S. degree from the University of

Georgia, Athens. She has conducted linics ih the Athens

school district, is active in NAGWS and holds a state rating in
volleyball.

Need new ideas for your students in volleyball class? Try the
word puzzle below.. You can be a winner!
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Across

1.. Serving position

5, Replay is called if a , member from both teams touches .
simultaneously.
the
'7. Any ball which does not land in the court.
8. The team must_______Fefore each serve except the first.
10. A croyd of people.
11: Overdrose (abh,r.)

13. Tuberculosis (abbr.)
15. The receiving team spikes the ball into the serving team's court
and it is not returned. What is the decision?
16. Opposite of win.
18. Tiny child.
19. Each player on both teams must wear visible
21. If a player on the servingteam touches the net at the same time

that a player on the receiving team steps on tie center line,

what is the call?
22. Offer as a price.
26. The rating attained by making 76 on the written exam and 80
on 'the practical.
27% The server must not step over the end
29. Overhead pass to a-lpiker.

32. Abbreviation of ti necessary component in team play. (team
effort)
33. The serving team returns a ball and it hits on the receiver's end
line. What is the call?
34. A serve whicgoes comparatively slow and appears to curve.
36. The receiving team returns the ball which hits the net angslands
inside the server's court. What is the call?
37. Two consonants
39. Incision
41. Pre position

42. French for "the"
43. Opposite of early
44. If the center back is standing beside the right front at the time
of the serve, is the center back overlapping the right front?
47. The ball is put into' play by a
48. How many points must a team score to win a game?
Down

2. If the ball rolls off the court and someone must run to catch it,
what does the referee call? (abbr.)

3. A team game played with a 7'4" net, a leather ball, and six
players'on a team.

VOLLEYBALL CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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4. A "hit" of the volleyball to another person.
5. The serve is illegal if it hits the
points.
6. A team must win by
7. The call if the ball hits an object (other than the net) Which is
less than. 26 feet high.
9. The team which does not serve must
10. Best two out of three games.
12. Exercises used to improve individual skills.
14. Pass used for balls below the nose.
line
17. The server must not cross the
is necessary.
20. At an official match, a visible
23. Pronoun
24. If a team's opponent does not show up at a match, the official
that game
will
25. A hit which does not have immediate impetus is
hit
an
28. Can the ball be hit twice in succession by the same player?
29. A hard hit, downward from above the height of the. net.
30. Two vowels

31. If a team takes more than 15 seconds for substitution,

calle(abbr.)
a
34..A ball which touches, the player below the waist is called a
body

35. In order for each player to be able to serve, the teams
must

38. Eight minutes is the maximum length of a

if 15

points haire not beenscored already by one team or one team is
two points ahead.
foot
40..A backline player cannot spike in front of tilt
line.
45. Preposition
46. Conjunction

For answers to Puzzle, see p. 70.
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training for Volleyball.
PATRICIA A. EISENMAN

Patricia A. Eiseman is an assistant professor and director of
the Human Performance Lab at Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia. She received her B.S. degree from. Colorado
State University, Ft. Collins, and M.A.and Ph.D. degrees from
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. She coaches and teaches
volleyball.

Volleyball has become an extremely challeng,ing sport. Players
must be mentally alert to assess the intricacies of opponents' strategies and be physically able to execute the skills of passing, setting,
spiking and blocking woven into the fibers of power, agility and
finesse which typify volleyball. This intricate weave of analysis and
dxecution requires players to possess muscular strength, endurance
and flexibility, for the well conditioned player is capable of performing precise skills repeatedly withbut fatigue. In addition, by postponing fatigue, a player will be more alert to participate in diverse
offensiife and defensive strategies. Even more important, however, is
the minimization of the chance of injury for the well-conditioned
athlete. Consequently, training and conditioning should be of major
importance to both the coach and athlete.
Unfortunately, training programs are continually evaluated by the
Success of the athletes and coaches using them; however, there are
scientific principles which should be applied to the evaluation. Cur-

rently, the establishment of training regimens centers around he
theories of overload, specificity and reversibility. According to t

theory of overload, in order for. a skeletal muscle or any other cell to
increase in size, functional ability or both, that cell must be taxed to
the limit of its present ability to respond. The theory of specificity

contends that training is specific to the cells and to the specific
structural and functional elements within the cell that are overloaded. The theory of reversibility maintains that the effects of
training are transient. This means that with the cessation of the
training regimen, performance capacity gradually will diminish.

Application of these theories is dependent upon ascertaining the
physical and physiological requirements of volleyball. The specific
energy sources used in volleyball must be identified so that the
programpcan be structured to overload the specific energy-yroducing
,systems. In addition, the muscle groups involved in the execution of
volleyball skills need to be identified so'that the strength and endurTRA I NI NG. FOR VOLLEYBALL
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ance capabilities of these muscles can be overloaded according to the
specific requirements of volleyball.
Energy Sources Used in Volleyball

Spikes, blocks and saves demand explosive muscle contraction
and 'many times a series of these rapid, forceful, movements must be

completed before the ball is dead. The energy for such explosive
skills is provided by the anaerobic system. Since quick, forceful

movements are such a dominant (90%) part of volleyball, the sport is
referred to as an anaerobic sports Consequently, most of the training
time should be devoted to overloading the energy system which
produces energy for short bursts of intense activity.

According to the theory of specificity this can best be accomplished by participating in activities similar to volleyball skills in
intensity and duration. For development of the desired anaerobic
energy sources, volleyball training programs should concentrate on
brief, intense bouts of work between 15 and 90 seconds induration.
The work periods should be followed by rest periods consisting of
walking and mild stretching activities.

Progressive overload can be applied to these intermittent work-

rest periods' by: 1) gradually decreasing the work-rest ratio from 1:4
to 1:2 (at beginninghave 15 seconds exercise, to 60 seconds rest;
later 15 seconds exercise to 30 seconds rest); 2) gradually increasing
the exercise time (15 seconds to 90 seconds); 3) gradually increasing
the number of exercise periods. Heart rate can be used as,a simple
indicator for adjusting the overload. By having the athletes take a

6-second heart rate count immediately after the exercise, the

during-exercise rate can be estimated. The work intensity should be
adjusted so that a heart rate of 180 is reached during the exercise
and the rest period should be long enough so that the heart rate is
between 130 and 140 before the next exercise bout is begun.
Insight as to the type of activities suitable for the exercise periods
can again be .drawn from the theory of specificity. The activities
should approximate the movement patterns most commonly used in
volleyball, thus the anaerobic processes of the specific "volleyball
muscle groups" will be trained. In addition, these same types of
activities can be used to develop strength. (See the following section,
"Muscle Groups," for suggested activities.)
Although volleyball is essentially an anaerobic activity,,there is an
endurance cornponent. Unless a player has endurance, her muscles
will not be able to respond effectively late in a match or tournament. The source of energy for endurance is provided by the aerobic
system. Training of the aerobic system of energy production should
therefore account for a portion (10%) of the tr ining time. This type
SS

t
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of training can be effectively accomplished by rigorous drills at the

end of the practice session. These drills should be such that each

player is required to perform a skill repeatedly without rest between
trials. The remaining players are used to set up a particular situation
or to serve as retrievers so th t the drill is continuous.
Suggestions: All skills are re eated 25-50 consecutive times.
Rebound 1;F -2 Have several layers serving into a wall, Another
player is respo sible for picking up the continuous
wall rebounds ith a forearm pass to a designated
spot or player.
/
A single or par blocking team tries to bloCk
Rebound Blocks
serves as they bound off a wall. (Net height
should be marke on wall.)
TherC should b continuous blocking of balls
Endurance Blocks
dropped from a ove the net.
There should be c ntinuous spiking. of tossed
Endurance Spike
balls, only allowing time between spikes to reposition for the appr ach.
Muscle Groups Used in Volleyball

The vertical jump is paramount for the .volleyball player. The
superior strength which is required in the quadriceps and gluteus
maximus can be acquired by using the following activities in the
work-rest pattern previously described.
While facing a wall and utilizing a two-foot takeoff,
Wall Touches

players jump up and touch the wall with both

.hands. Two or three tape markers for each individual at different levels can povide motivation
4

Bench Blasts

and a means of individualizing the intensity.
With one foot on bench (or any object that allows .a

90 bend at the knee) and the other on the floor,
the athlete jumps upward, changing feet while in the

air so that she lands with the opposite feet on the

bench and floor ready to jump again.
Stairs Hop Two-foot jump up stairs. To avoid unnecessary stress
to knee, the student does not hop down stairs.
Rope Jump Two-foot jumping over rope. An obstacle course with
objects of varying height can also be used.
While standing under a basketball net, the player
Net Touches
jumps with a two-foot takeoff and touches net.
TRAINING FOR VOLLEYBALL
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Blocking Jump

Partners face each other with net between them.

Two-foot jump as in -block and partners slap

hands above net. Partners can remain stationary
or work their Way acrasecourt along the net.
takeNote: Players should perform the.,se exercises from a squat or
off position that is as low as that used in a game. Shorter
players shqp.14 use a lower position than taller players. Generally, a binning cadence of 30 jumps per minute can be .
used, working up to a cadence of 70-80 jumps per minute.
Strengthening of therectus abdominus and oblique muscles in the
abdominal area; the erector spinae and quadratus lumborum in the
muscles and anterior
. back and the triceps brachii, anconeus, pectoral
deltoid of the arm can facilitate spiking and serving abilities.
.

Suggested exercises:

Leg-ups Player lies flat on back, legs extended and aims t side,
She lifts° head and shoulders off floor, pressing

er back

to floor. With knees extended, she lifts legs up and

touches floor behind head. As legs and hips are lifted, the
shoulders and head come 'back in 'contact with the floor.
is in a
Arm Sprints Using a bench (12-17 inches), individual
front lean positiod with one hand on the floor and
the other on the bench: Knees and hips should be
extended. Individual now "steps" up end down

using the hands rather than the 'feet. (Right hand,
up, left hand up, right hand doivn, left hand down

equals, one step. Cadence: 30 to 70 steps per
minute).
Back-ups

Individual lies on stomach with legs extended and
hands Clasped behind neck and raises the upper part of
the body, as far off the floor as possible.

Note: These exercises should also be organized according to the
work-rest pattern discussed.

Exergenies or other similar resistive instruments can provide a

relatively inexpensiVe, %afe Jpethod of isolating and overloading specific muscles and movement patterns. By setting up several different
stations to stress selected muscle groups, team members can work on
individualized programs. To facilitate strength development the resis-

or three
tance should be maximal for each athiete and only two
repetitions are necessary. The resistive instruments are an excellent

means of overloading Inds-cies while executing volleyball skills (exalt
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ample: serving action with arm): However, care should be taken to
ensure that the skill is executed with the proper form.
Flelxibility Used in Volleyball

...r

It is ilso impkant to include stretching exercises in the training
program. These exercises can serve as part of the preliminary warmup and should be designed to stretch the same muscles which.are
being strerigthened. This will ensure that the full range of motion is
maintained at the various joints so that force production is enhanced'
and injuries prevented. The most beneficial types of flexibility exer\Vises are slow stretching activities rather than bouncing motions.

Periodic self- testing' and record keeping allow the coach and

player to evaluate progress. Such procedures also serve as individual
motivation aidslor the various aspects of the training program.

"SAMPLE TRAINING SCHEDULES
Day 2

'Day 1

(Initial days ot training)
1. FleXibiiitg exercises
slow, sustained stretching activities
(5.7 minutes)
2. Activities to,devclop anaerobic energy sources
and strength
(rest time)
Set I .
(/ min.)
15 in 30 sec.
' Bench Blasts
(2 min.)
5 in 30 sec.
Arm Sprints
(1 min.)
10
in
15
sec.
Back -ups
(1 min.)
5 in IS sec.
.
Leg-ups
Set

Bench Blasts

Arm Sprints
Leg-ups
Wall Touches

8 M 15 sec.

Day 1

'

(Initial days of training)

(1 min

work

te
S

1

Net Tou es
Arm Spr is
Back-u
Leg-ups
Rope Jump

Set 2'
Net Touches
Arm Sprints
Rope Jump

80 in 60 sec.
70 in 60 sec.
20' in 15 sec.
10 in 15 sec.
80 in 60 sec.

or weight' work can be alternated with
the interval work.
Exergenie Work:
3 repetitions with maxiLeg press
mal resistance

Total Row - 3 repetitions with maxiServing - going through the serving
motions while pulling

,.)

against maximal resistance

(1 minT

1

Day 2

I. Flexibility exercises
2. Resistive work

exercises
2.

f

and strength.
- to prevent monotony and relieve the,ML
tensity of the interval training, resistive

mal resistance

Repeat each twice,
(1 min.)
8 in 15 sec.
(1 min.)
8 in 15 sec.

Sin 15 sec.

I. flexibility exercises
2. Activities to develop anaerobic energy sources

(rest time)
(2 min.)
(2 min.)
(1 min.)
(1 min.)
(2 min.)

number of repetitions remaining

low, but size of the resistance increased
as strength is acquired

Repeat eachthree times
(1 min.)
50 in 30 sec,
( I min.}
40 in 30 sec.
(1 min.)
50 in 30 sec.
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Volleyball Crossword Puzzle - Key

Down

2. OTO
3. Volleyball
4. Pass

5. Net

6. Two

7. Obstruction

9. Receive
I 0. Match
12. Drills
14. Bump .
17. End

20. S coreboard
23. IT
24. Default
25. Illegal
28. NO
29. Spike
30. EO
31. TTO
34. Foul
35. Rotate
38. Game
40. Ten
45. OF

46. IF

Across
1. RB

5. Net
7. Out

8.. Rotate
10. Mob

It. OD

13. TB
15. SO
16. Lose

18. Tot

19. Numbers
21. Replay
22. Bid
26. State

27. line

29. Set
32. TE
33. Point
34. Floater
36. Good
37. NG
39. Cut
41. AT
42. LE
43. Late
44. No
47. Serve
48. Fifteen
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Alternative Scoring Method
LORETTA T. MONACO

Loretta A. Monaco received her B.A. degree from the University of California and is currently teachingut Merritt College in
Oakland, California. She is a member of the US VBA Rules and,
Scoring Committees, the U.S. Olympic Women's Volleyball
Committee and holds a NAGWS National Officiating rating.
Volleyball competition in our schools has become more advanced
the skill level has increased and strategy has become more com-

plex. Yet we still tolerate the inadequacies of the tally method to
keep score. Officials who have been exposed to the sophisticated
system of scoring used by the usysA recognize its advantages over
the tally method.
With the tally method, the scorekeeper records nothilig until the
a recoided
referee signals point or side-out. By the time the scorer as
the point and subsequently discovered the wrong server, the referee
is likely to have signaled the next play to begin. In the alternative
method, a simplified USBVA system, the scorekeeper must draw a
circle for every serve; thus, she is forced to pay attention to the
.number of the proper server. She will notice a wrong server immediately and will be prepared to inform the umpire or referee at the end
of the play.

With the tally method, it is time consuming for the referee or
scorer to check on the accuracy of the running score because each
tally must be counted. It, is also easy to make an error in counting.
With the alternative method, the number of each point is recorded in
the points column. One can tell at a glance which point has just been
scored. Recording names as well as numbers is an additional timeconsuming and unnecessary aspect of the present scoring method
since the scorer is supplied with a roster of the names and 'numbers
of all players.

Another difficulty with the tally method is that the scorer often
has difficulty finding her place after a delay, particularly after there
have been several rounds of service and many substitutions. Even
experienced referees have been known to have difficulty deciphering
the scoresheet to determine who should serve next. With the alternative method, the first round of service is written in black, the second
round in red, and subsequent rounds continue to alternate colors.
One can see at a glance which round of service is which, and who the
next serveis ghould be.

With the tally method of scoring, the situation occurs where the
tallies in the official record do not agree with the running score.
ALTERNATIVE SCORING METHOD
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Most often this happens because the scorer forgets to record a point.
There is no way to determine if a point was indeed missed by the
scorer or at what time 'during the game the scorer failed to record

the point, How many times has your team had to replay the last
point of the game because the scorer forgot to record it? With the
alternative method, a circle is drawn for each serve. If the scorer
forgets to record a point, there will be aii,empty circle. In addition,
the scorer writes the number of the point each time she records a
point; therefore, it is immediately obvious if the running score is not
,
in agreement with the official record of points.
If ha point has already been marked in the running score column
and the referee changes her decision, the tally method makes .no
provision for indicating that the point marked has not been actually
scored. There is a provision for recording errors in the points Tcolumn; however, there is no indication of the reason why the point
was recalled.

In the alternative method, a code letter indicating the reason for
the removal of the point is written both in the points column and
next to the number in the running score column to indicate that the
point has not yet been made.

An additional benefit of using the alternative method of scoringis
that it is possible to determine the exact point in the game at which
a substitute entered. With the alternative method, one has no problem finding room to enter a third or fourth player substituting for)
any position.
Although it Would be preferable to draw up a new scoresheet
similar to that used by the USVBA, the diagram and explanation on
the next page show how the present NAGWS volleyball scoresheet
could be adapted for use with the alternative scoring method.
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VOLLEYBALL SCORESHEET
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Figure 1. An Alternative Scoring Method.

Serving Order. -The number of players shall be entered in their order
of service for the first game. Players' names are not entered. Points

are recorded in the space where the names are recorded on the

present scoresheet. The first round of service is recorded in black or

blue. When a complete round of service has been made by both

teams, the next round of service is recorded in red. A circle is drawn
as the ball is served. If a point is made, the number of the point is
ALTERNATIVE SCORING METHOD
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written in the circle. If service is lost, R is written in the circle for
retire-side or rotate. If a point must be played over, P is written in
the circle. Draw a diagonal line through any point which has been
officially removed, followed by a code-letter explanation (e.g., w for
wrong server, m for referee's mind-change). The code letter should
also be written next to the point in the running score and crossed off
if the point is-re -made. If a point is awarded when no serve is
involved, for example unsportsmanlike conduct (u), the point is

written in a box instead of a circle. The serving order may be

-

changed at the beginning of the next game.

Running Score. Cross off squares diagonally for each point scored.

Substitutes. The code letters for substitution are written in the

points column of the player serving. If the serving team requests the
substitution, write S followed by the number of the player entering
the game, a diagonal line, then the number of the player leaving the
game (e.g., S 9/5). An x indicates that the receiving team requested
the substitution (e.g., Sx 8/2). Draw a diagonal line through the
number of the player who left the game and write the number of the
,entering player beside it. The space on the present scoresheet used

for points can be used for recording substitutes' numbers. If a

player's number is recorded- twice, she may not enter the game again.
When it is necessary that a substitution be made under the special
provision stated in Rule 4, Section 4f, write the code letter and the

player's number in the points column (i 8). Also write the code
letter by the player's number to indicate that the player may not
play,in that game again.

Time-out. When a' team takes a time-out (other than for a substitution), write T in the points column if it is the serving t'eam's timeout, Tx if the receiving team takes time-out. Cross off the (1) following Time-out. If a second time-Out iolaken,feloss off the (2).

Blanks. First serve, court, game won by, etc. should be filled out
with the appropriate information.
Officials. At the end of each game, the referee checks the scorebook
and announces the score if it is not elbrly visible to all. At the end
scorekeeper and official
of the match, the referee, umpire, of
timekeeper sign the scorebook.
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Volleyball. Bibliography

_

MARY E. RIDGWAY
nton, Texas

Books and Pamphlet's

Cohen, Harlan: Power Volleyball Drills. Hollywood, CA: Creative.
Sports Books, 197L $2.
Coleman, James.,and Liskevych, Taras. A Pictorial Analysis of Power
Volleyball. Hollywood, CA: Creative Sports Books, 1974. $3.

Keller, Val. Point, Game, and Match! Hollywood, CA: Creative
Sports Books, 1968. $3.50.

. Point, Game, and Match: Coaching Supplement. Hollywood, CA: Creative Sports Books, 1971. $3.50.
Point, Game, and Match Performance Charts. Hollywood, CA: Creative Sports Books. $2.
Prsala, Jan, Fundamental Volleyball Contacts. Hollywood, CA: Crea-,
live Sports Books, 1974. $4.95.
Scales, Allen. Winning VolleYball: Fundamentals, Tactics, and Strategy. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1972. $8195.
Selznick, Gene: Inside Volleyball. Chicago: Regency, 1973. $5.95.
Thigpen, Janet. Power Volleyball for irls and Women. Dubuque:.
William C. Drown, 1974: $2.95.
'
Toyoda, Hiroshi. Training Theory for Volleyball in Japan. V ols. 1 &
2: Scarborough, Ontario, Ciiiada: Canadian Volleyball Association Publications, 1971. Available from the Association, 78 Telford Drive, Ontario, Canada.

Volleyball Rule Book, 1974-1975. National Federation edition.

Available from National Federation of State High School Associations, 400 Leslie St., PO Box 98, Elgin, IL 60120. $.80.

Magazine Articles
Gonzalez, B. G. Power serve in girls' high school volleyball. Athletic

Journal 53:11+, June 1973.
ScateS, A. E. Power volleyball. Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation 44:32-39, Oct.'1973.
Shondell, Don and McManama, Jerre. 2-1-3 volleyball defense. Aihletic Journal 53:38-42+, Dec. 1972.
2-4 volleyball defense. Athletic Journal 54:20-24, Dec.
1973.

Volleyball fundamentals an$1 techniques. Athletic Journal

52:3242, Dec. 1971.
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Magazines

International Volleyball Review. Box 554,
Edited by'Harry Wilson. $1.50 per year.

Enrico, CA 91316,

Research Studies
skill comCox, Richard H. Relationship between selected volleyball volleyof
men's
Northwest
"AA"
ponents and team performance
ball teams. Research Quarterly 45:441-446, Dec. 1974.
be
Mayhugh, Shirley. The development of a pictorial rating sheet to
KA.
playing
a
game-of
volleyball.
used to evaluate individuals
thesis, Texas Woman's University, 1973.
Monroe, Mary Diane. The effect of specific training on performance
Los
of the volleyball spike. M.S. thesis, University of California,
Angeles, 1971.
posiRauh, Sharon Lynn. Comparison of the open and closed hand

forearm pass in power volleyball.
tions used to execute the education,
Central Washington State
Specialist degree in physical
College, 1972.
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Volleyball Audiovisual Aids
Films

NANCY E. KROPP
Winter Park, Florida

Continuous Movement rills. Super 8mm, 25 min., silent, color.
Rental $10. Bertha cus, USVBA Film Library, 5810 N. Kingsdale Chicago, IL 606 6. Chicago Rebels (women) and Kenneth
Allen .(men) volleybali teams demonstrate a continuous movement practice session. Ariech Selinger, Israeli international coach,
conducts the practice session which includes a variety of 65 drills
incorporating individual, partner; three-player, six-player and
group patterns.
`;,
all (1967). 16mm, 10 min., sound, b&w. Sale $50. National
Film Board of Canada, Distribution Branch; P.O. Box 6100, Monreal 101, Quebec, Volleyball game between American and Rusian teams. Choreographs the player's movement to jazz music'
en's and, women's play.
eyball for Intermediate Grades (1970). 16mm, 24 min., sound,
c lor. Sale $210, rental $21 for first three days. Universal EducatiOnal and Visual Art, 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA
1.608. Illustrates how a unit of volleyball iSlaught to children of
varying skill levels. Clearly demonstrates each skill. Places emphasis
method and teactring involving total class participation.

Championships. Rental $12. G. R. McDonald, 5142 Tujunga
ve., North Hollyvilbod, CA 91601. Films of the. 1970 World
hampionships held in Sophia, Bulgaria.
World Cup '73. 33 min., sound, b&w. Rental $25 per day. Schreiber
& Company P.O. Box 24614, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Four films
of women's play: (1) USA-USSR, (2) USA-Korea, (3) USSRKorea, (4) Korea-Japan.
Loop Films

Power Volleyball. Super-8 or Standard g. Series of 5 loop films. Sale

only, $19.§5 ea., $94. per set. Athletic Institute, 705 Merchandise Mart ,.Chicago, IL 60654. Mimbprs df the gold medal men's
and women's U.S. Pan American volleyball teams demonstrate
the latest techniques used by volleyball teams around the world.

Volleyball. Super-8 cartridges. Series of 6 loop films. Sale only,

$24.95 ea., $1.4930 per set. Ealing Corporation, 2225 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140. Collegiate All-Americans demonstrate, providing a comprehensive analysis of the basic skills for

either competithie or recreational volleyball. Series cover serve,

forearm passes, overhand sets, spies, blocks, dives and rolls.
Slow-motion analysis and freeze focus on critical learning periods.

VOLLEYBALL AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
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NAGWS OFFICIATING SERVICES
Through its standing committee on Officiating Examinations and
Techniques, The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport
(NAGWS) provides materials for the training and rating of officials
in ten sports to meet the needs of various levels of sports events.

Approximately 2Q0 boards of officials throughout the U.S. are
affiliated with NAGWS through an organization of affiliated boards

called the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials. These boards
provide opportunities for interested individuals to learn about
officiating or judging and are authorized to give NAGWS ratings.

The Officiating Examinations and Techniques Committee includes the P and T of 0 (Principles and Techniques of'Officiating)
Chairpersons. These individuals are specifically concerned with
enumerating the mechanics used by referees, umpires, and judges_in
officiating games, meets or matches.

The Officiating Examinations and Techniques Committee also
includes an E and. R (Examinations and Ratings) Chairpgrson for

each sport in which ratings are given. Each Chairperson and
committee are responsible for preparing, revising, and analyzing the
officiating theoreticaL(written) examinations.
If you have questions concerning -the techniques ot officiating
volleyball, write to:
KAY CORCORAN
College,of Mt. St. Joseph
Mt. St. Joseph, OH 45051

,

Information regarding study questions in this volleyball guide or
on the theoretical examination on volleybakshould be addressed to;
GERTRUDE JENNINGS
145 Hilldale Rd.
Lansdowne, PA 19050

Additional information regarding NAGWS Officiating Services
may be secured by writing:
WS/AAHPER

.

1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

NAGWS OFFICIATING SERVICES
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StAJEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY OF THE
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS: THE ROLE
OF THE OFFICIAL IN THE
COMPETITIVE SITUATION
Educational values should be of primary concern to all who have
leadership roles in a competitive program. As one of those fulfilling

leadership, roles, the official must be concerned with promoting
these values and with the welfare of the participant. The unique
contribution of the official is assuring equal opportunity and fair
play for all. The official essentially acts as an arbitrator, providing
judgments that are within the spirit and intent of the rules. Decisions

are based on objective evidence, free from bias and from the
emotion that often pervades the competitive environment.

An official enters the ,competitive situation with a thorough
understanding of the letter, as well as the intent of the rules, the

strategy and skills of the sport to be played, and .conrect execution
of officiating techniques to view the contest accurately. The official
maintains a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
sport experience. The official is flexible, opemtinnyithin officiating
standards appropriate to the age of the performers, the level of skill,.
and the facilities available. Biases by players, spectators and coaches
will be evaluated, with an understanding not only of the multiplicity
of ways in which individuals may react to a competitive experience
but also. of the, behavior appropriate to such an educational
_experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and without
drawing undue attention to the official. In order to strengthen the
official's effectiveness, personal evaluation of performance will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coach, players

and administrators will be sought. Though receiving a`rfee, the
ultimate reward to the official will be that of having, rendered a
valuable service to girls and women who, have found personal
meaning in expressing themselves through the medium of sport.

SO
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS

IN VOLLEYBALL'
There are six ratings for officials, five of which qualify the holder
to officiate sports contests. Each is designed to meet the needs of
various. sports events and to stimulate interest of individuals who
desire to officiate.
The Examiner's rating signifies the holder is qualified .to rate
officials.

The Intramural rating qualifies the holder to officiate contests in
the school in which the holder is enrolled or contests of comparable
level.

The Apprentice rating qualifies the holder. to officiate contests
which may be adequately controlled by a competent, but inexperienced official.
The Local rating signifies that the holder is qualified to officiate
interscholastic and intercollegiate contests requiring a competent
and experienced official.

The State rating signifies that the holder is capable of officiating
any contest within the state or region where the rating is awarded.

The National rating signifies that the holder is capable of
officiating any contest anywhere in the United States. This rating is
for the most highly skilled official and may be secured only through
rating procedures administered by the National Volleyball Rating
Team.
Specific requirements for all ratings are outlined below.
Examiner

must have held a state or national rating for a
minimum period of six years. (The six years need not be

1. Prerequisite
4

consecutive but must be within the previous eight-year period.)
national examination, minimum 82.
2. Theoretical examination
3. Duration two years from next June 1.
4. Renewal:
a. In order to be eligible for renewal, the candidate must have
been involved in the rating or training of officials.
b. To renew, the candidate must pass the national theoretical
examination with a minimum score of 82.

c. Should the rating lapse Tor one year or less, the candidate
remains eligible for renewal.

See the current NAGWS Basketball Guide for information regarding ratings
in all sports and for the most updated informtn about Affiliated Boards of
Officials standards and practices.
r7P
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d. Should the rating lapse for more than one year, the candidate' must qualify through earning a State rating.
5. This rating is transferable to other Boards.

Intrart Official

.

1. MiniMum standards .set by Affiliated Board.
2. Duration two years from next June 1.
Apprentice Official

1. Minimum standards can be set by the affiliated- board, r these__

standards may be followed:
a. Minimum grades average of theory and practical, 75.
national examination, minimum
b. Theoretical examination
74.
c. Practical examination' --minimum, 75; minimum number
raters: one.
2. Duration Two years from next June 1.
Local Official

1. Minimum grades average of theory and practical, 80.
2. Theoretical examination
national examination, minimum 76.
3. Practical examination'
minimum 80; minimum number of
raters: two.
4. Duration two years from next June 1.
5. This rating is transferable to other Boards.
State Official

1. Minimum grades average of theory and practical, 85.
national examination, minimum 82.
2. Theoretical examination
3. Practical examinations
minimum 85; minimum number bf
a. Practical examination'
raters: three.
after holding a State rating
b. Alternate plan for volleyball
with the same board for four consecutive years, the official
may request that seven different coaches evaluate the official's
performance (see appropriate sports packets for details), in
lieu of the practical rating session.
4. Duration two years from next June 1:
5. This rating is transferdble to other Boards.,
'Persons holding a St te, National, Honorary National or Examiner's rating

are qualified to ra e. Any rating team may include no more than one
Examiner.
$2
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National Official

t

As of June 1, 1975, national volleyball ratin can be awarded
only by the National Volleyball Rating Team. The following criteria
are considered prerequisites to being rated -by the National Rating
Team. The applicant must:
1. Be recommended by the local board with which the applicant
is affiliated.

`,

2. Have held a state, national sor honorary national for a

minimum of twq yeaks.
.
3,-Score-a-minimum-of-88 an the national, theoretical examination.
.. A national volleyball rating awarded by, the National Rating Team
shall be valid for four years from next June 1 and is ,transferable to
other Boards.
Interested individuals should contact Marty Orner, Fullerton
College, 321 B. Chapnian, Fullerton, CA 92634.
.

RecommendO Fees3

c,

Local boards should establish minimum fees that retied, the level
\ of rating of the official as well as the,-type and level of competition
within their locale. Boards are encouraged to establish fees in
C njuation with local governing groups. The fee schedule should
r fleet differential pay based upon rating levels.

,

3Based on the NAGWS position advocating equal opportunity for all

individuals and Owl pay for equal service, the Affiliated Boards of Officials
Executive Council voted to delete recommended fee schedules (March 1975).
As fees received by various boards throughout the nation differ from one

another and from other officiating associations, problems existed in
recommending minimums that were fair and equitable for all.
STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS IN VOLLEYBALL
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REGISTRATION OF OFFICIALS
A number of states require thcise who officiate either boys' or
girls' interscholastic contests to be registered with the State High
School Athletic Association or other administrative body. Holding a

NAGWS rating ordinarily does not exempt an official

from-cc

complying with this regulation.
All NAGWS officials who officiate any high school or junior high,
school games are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory
body by registering with the proper organization and paying_any.

required fee, by wearing the official emblem in addition to the
NAGWS emblem, and by complying with all requirements for sports
.
officials.
AMATEUR STANDING OF. OFFICIALS1

An official who wishes to maintain amateur status as a participant

in a sport must be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur status

established by the governing body for that sport.
Amateur status may be defined by groups governing high school

and college level competition. National organizations governing

amateur competition may also have established rulings on the
amateur status of the participant.

The official who wishes to .maintain amateur status as a

participant is responsible for investigating the specific regulations of
the governing body that has jurisdiction over such responsibility.
Amateur Standing in Volleyball

According to the United States Volleyball Association;volleyball
officials may get only transportation, meals, and lodging and may
receive no honorarium if they wish to retain their amateur standing.

1.

HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL
Study the rules, the article on the techniques of officiating, and
the study_q,uestion.

2. Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics or training
courses conducted in your vicinity.

3. Practice often. To some, officiating comes easily; to others it
comes only as the result of hard work and concentration.
Welcome criticism and work hard to improve.

4. Find out from the chairperson of the nearest affiliated or
provisional board when examinations for ratings are to be held.

For more complete details, see JOPHER 39:24-27, October 1968.
$4
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(Consult list of boards in NAGWS Directory available. from:
NAGWS/AAHPER, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, DC
20036)'
S. Contact the chairperson of the nearest affiliated or provisional
board for materials necessary to give Intramural ratings.
6. Remember that it is the aim of the Affiliated Boards of Officials

to maintain a high standard for National officials. Do not be
discouraged if you do not receive a State rating on your first

attetnpt. Welcome suggestions from the examiners, practice more;

and try abin.

INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED AND
PROVISIONAL BOARDS

An affiliated board is authorized to give ratings at all levels in that
sport.
4
A provisional board is aboard which has at least three Apprentice

officials in a given sport; it is authorized to give ratings at the
Intramural and Apprentice levels in that sport.

Exceptions: When rating films are used as a medium for the

practidal rating (synchronized swimming and gymnastics), boards
maTaward ratings at any level.
An Officiating Board may have affiliated status in one or more
sports and/or provisional status in one or more sports. When a Board
has affiliated or provisional status in a sport and wishes to have

affiliated and/or provisional status in another sport, that board
should write the Examinations and Rating (EAR.) Chairperson of
the respective sport. The board should indicate the names of a
minimum Of three personsqualified to act as examiners in that sport
for thenext tWo years. Qualifications and experience in the sport
should be listed for each examiner.
.

Note: For basketball, and volleyball an examining committee of
three persons holding state, National, Honorary National or
Examiner's ratings is required. No specific number of rated

officials els, needed to initiate ratings in Badminton, Gymnastics,
Softball, Swimming, Synchronized Swimming, Tennis, and Trask
I
and Field.
If, after two years, a board does not have three State officials in a
sport, the board loses its affiliated status for giving ratings in that
sport. (Exceptions: gymnastics and synchronized'swimming.),The

board may then request provisional status in that sport from the
E.&R. Sports Chairperson. If granted, the board may" continue( to

exist,with' provisional status and award only Apprentice and Intramural ratings. To continue as a provisional board after two years the
o
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board ,,must have a minimum of three officials with at least an Apprentice rating in each sport concerned.
Exathination packets are mailed to qualified boards on:
August 1 Volleyball and Basketball.
Competitive Swimming and Diving, BadSeptember 15
minton, Tennis
October 1 -- Fencing
October 15 Synchronized Swimming, Gymnastics
February 1 Softball and Track and. Field
Emblem and Uniform

The emblem for National officials in all sports consists oCa shield.
Other emblems- are 'available for State, ,Local, Apprentice and
Intramural officials.
The official shirt for volleyball is a navy blue and white striped
tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped jersey. A navy blue
skirt, shorts or slacks, appropriate to .the situation should beworn
With the shirt. Officials who receive fees for officiating are required
to wear the officiahshirt.
Hanold
The official shirts and emblems are available from
an also
Company, Sebago- Lake, -Maine 04075. The co
or money
proyide b ers. When ordering, send dress size an
order for cor ct amount. Anyone -may order the' o rcial shirt. A
current rating card must accompany an individual's order for an
emblem; however,o it is not necessary to send a rating card when
ordering a shirt.

An affiliated s'board may wish to have a supply of shirts or

-

emblems for distribution to newly rated officials. A quantity order
may be placed only by the affiliated board chairperson. It is not
necessary that the chairperson's rating card be enclosed, but full
payment must accompany the order.
Prices: Wash-and-wear shirt, $7.00; knit jersey with zipper neck,.
$10.50; navy flannel blazer, $35.'00; National,, State, Local, Appren-

tice, and Intramural emblems, $1.75. (All prices are subject to
change.)

Shipping Charge: 75 cents per order. .

$6
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HOW TO ESTABLISH A BOARD OF OFFICIALS
I

Establish the need for an affiliated board by contacting
ndividuals in the area who have current ratings or who are

terested. in standardizing and raising the level of officiating
dminton, basketball, competitive swimming and diving,
fe cing, gymnastics, softball, synchronized swimming, tennis,
tra and field, or volleyball in that area.
2. Writ *to Jan Boyungs, Secretary of the NAGWS Affiliated
Boar 2(s of Officials, Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 'WA 98926, for a sample copy of an authorized constitution for officials' boards and. the Policies and Procedures
Handb k and application for becoming an affiliated board.
3 At a de 'plated meeting of interested individuals present plans
for form' g a board.
a. Cho e a name which will permit expansion of function as
need ay arise; do not limit title to one sport.
b. From he group, elect a chairperson, chairperson-elect,
secreta , and treasurer.
c. Form an xamining committee of at least three members. If
any mem er has been rated elsewhere, such experience
.should be elpful; such a rating is not necessary, however,
except in asketball and volleyball. (See 4 below.) It is
suggested t at members of the examining committee be
examined and obtain ratings' from other affiliated boards
b

.

whenever posSible.

d.

Make plays ',.or, drawing up a constitution according to the

sample copy received from the Secretary of the NAGWS
Affiliated Boards of Officials. Plan to devote some time to
the study of the rules and to practice officiating. If

poSsible, secure the assistance of some rated official in each e=7"
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings.

4. Send completed application form, two copies of the local

constitution, and a check for $S annual dues (made payable to
the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials)..to the appropriate
person indicated by the Secretary. If Basketball Or volleybgll
ratings are to be given,. an 'affiliated board must send a list of
three persons holding a State, National, Honorary National, or
Examiner', rating, and a provisional board must>serld a list of
three persons, one of whom must hold at least a State rating.
(Include photostatic copies of current rating cards.) A list of
three interested individuals must be sent if the board wishes to
give ratings in sports other than bakketball or volleyball. If, at
the end 'of two years, a board wishes continued affiliated status
in any sport, it will be required to have a yninimum of three
persons with State, National,Honorary National, al-Examiner
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ratings. (Exception: Gymnastics and Synchronized, Swimming.)

For continued provisional status, a board will be required to
have a minimum of three Officials with at least an Apprentice
rating. Approval of the appliCation will cbme from the Past
Chairperson of the Affiliated Boards of Officials who will
request that examination packets be sent to your Affiliated
Board Chairperson for all sports in which your Board is

authorized to give ratings. The process of accepting an application for affiliation of a new Board and of requesting that the
proper examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several
weeks. Prospective Boards, therefore, should file for affiliation
at least a month before they wish to hold rating sessions.
5. Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examination.

Form B of the National Theoretical: Examination may be

administered to those who did not pass Form A. The Intramural
Examination may only be given to those candidates pursuing
Intramural or Apprentice ratings. Once the intramural Examination has been administered, the candidate forfeits the option to
take either Form A br Form B.
6. To cover expenses involved in the construction and evaluation
of written examinations, boards should charge a fee each time
an individual takes a written examination. The Affiliated Boards
of Officials Treasurer must receive 50- cents for each written
examination given by a board. Board fees can exceed 50 cents
per test in order to cover operating expenses. j
7. Conduct practice sessions in rating officials. All persons on the
examining committee who have no-Ipreviously rated officials
of three practiw sessions prior to
ii\
should have a--Vmum
aotually rating. Se re the assistance of a rated official in these
practice sessions if at all possible.
8, Give practical examinations to inclivid al who pass the written
examination. (Note minimum numb r of/raters required to give
various ratings on page 87.)
9. Request appropriate rating c s from the NAGWS National
Office for distribution to those who pass the theoretical and
practical examination.
10. Send lists of approved officials to schools and other orga zalions in the area. This notice should indicate the fe for
officiating and should give the name, address, rating, and
telephone number of each official.
11. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. F orward
these lists to the chairpersons of the Examinations and Ratings
Committees, in those ports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings.

Is
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VOLLEYBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
1975-77
Revised by The Volleyball Examinations
and Ratings Committee

PART I

'1

Directions

Indicate the official's decision in the following situations, using
the key letters in the space provided in front of each question. There
is only one best answer to each question. Assume that no conditions
exist other than those stated in the question.
Key:

P
SO
L

Point
Side-out
Legal or play continues

R R epeat, the serve

TO Team time-out
D

Default

Questions

1._ A ball rebounds off a flat 27-foot ceiling on the first hit and
2
3

5.

On the serve, the CF and RF., players of the serving team
stand close together so they can interchange positions. The
official has consistently asked them to move so they are not
blocking the view of the serve.
The serving team requests time-out for substitution. The

6.

sounds, and then the substitute walks onto the court.
The LB player on the receiving team runs forward to play

4

.

,

is played again by the serving team.
Team A lines up to receive the first service of the game with
four players in numbered uniforms and two players without
numbers on the same uniform.
The server, while serving, stands 8 feet behind the endline
and to the left of .the 10-foot marker.

substitute talks briefly with the coach, the timer's horn
the ball. The LB sets the ball to the CB, who leaves the

floor from a position which is not clearly behind the

10-foot line and hits the ball from above the net forcibly
into the opponents' court.
7._ As the ball is being served, the umpire becomes aware that a
substitute on the server's bench makes a derogatory remark
to a receiver. The substitute has been previously warned.

8.._ A member ''of the serving team reports to the scorer for

substitution and enters the game as soon as the ball is dead.
$9
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I
The RF of the receiving team jumps to block a spike and
the bfirrebounds upward off her arms. She jumps andtits
the' ball a second time.
On the third contact by the receiving team, the ball hits the
net forcibly and touches a player of the serving team. The
ball does not cross the net.

9.
10.

11.

Player C serves the ball before the referee indicates

12.

court. The returned ball passes over the center of the net,
and lands on the opponents' sideline.
The referee signals for the beginning of the scheduled game.
Team A, which is to receive, refuse§ to appear on the court
and play.

readiness for play and the serve hits the net.
Player B. of the receiving team volleys a ball outside of the

13.

During play at the net, a blocker on the receiving team
reaches over the net to block and a spiker on the serving

14.

team lands on the center line.

15 _A player on the receiving team ju ps up to block the ball
and hits the net. At the same ti e a spiker on the serving
team jumps up to spike the ba and lands with one foot

over the center line.
Two opposing players simultaneously play the ball above
the, net and the ball returns to the serving team's court. The
player from the serving team who had previously played the
ball, then volleys the ball again.
Player B on the serving team reenters the game for the third
17
entry.
18.,The spiker on the serving team drives a spike into Player F

16.

of the receiving team. Player F makes two successive
contacts in 'two attempts to play the ballg=.--

19.

Player A receives a high, easy serve with a dig which

rebounds high but out-of-bounds toward a sideline that has
only 4 feet between it and a wall. Player B isready to play
the ball when it strikes the wall coming down.
20._ The official has warned the coach several times about
walking along the sidelines and talking to team players. The
coach stands up to shout some directions to the team while
they are receiving the serve.
PART II
Directions

Read the questions carefully. Select the one item wlutfi best
answers the question.
SO

8E4
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21. How many linesmen are required for an official game?
A. Four two furnished by each team
B. Two two supplied by the home team
C. Two one furnished by each team
D. None the umpire and referee call the lines.
22. Which of the following is a defaulted game?
A. An incorrect rotation of service is followed..
B. Uniforms are numbered only on the back.
C. The coach is still talking to players after the whistle blows
to begin the game.
D.

All team members are not listed in the scorebook

minutes before game time.
23. The CF on Team A.sprains an ankle. What is the decision?

A. The official indicates her time-out and allows Team A

5

minutes to tape the ankle.
B.
C.

The official calls time-out and indicates that -a legal
substitute replace the CF immediately.
The official indicates Team A's time-out and checks with
the coach to see if any, front line players are available for

substitution.
D. The official does not start the time-out period until quickly
assessing the extent of the injury.
24. In a gym with a 26-foot ceiling, lights hang down 2 feet. On the ,
second hit, a player on the receiving team causes the ball to
strike one of the lights. The ball rebounds straight down and is
sent over the net by the receiving team. Ground rules permitting
play off the ceiling have been established. What is the referee's
decision?

A. Award a point to theserving team.
/B.
C.

No decision; ball is in play.
Side-out

D. Replay the point.

25. Which.is a duty .of the assistant timekeeper?

A. Sound the horn at expiration of time-out.
B. Start the timing device when the referee or umpire blows
the whistle to indicate time-out.
C. Sound horn at expiration of playing time.
D. Sign the scorebook at the end of the match.
26. The serving area behind the endline is 5 feet deep. What is the
correct procedure?
A. The server must stand behind the endline but may step into
the court with one foot before serving the ball.
B. The server may enter both feet into the court as far as the
server wants.
C.

The server may enter the court to the depth of one foot
wc«
when seiting..
11
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.D.'"The server must stay behind the endline.
27. Which of the following is an official volleyball?

.

A. Two-colored leather ball
B. A molded, rubber ball
C. A .12 paneled leather-laced ball
D. A molded, leather ball of uniform color
28. Which of the following describes official specifications for the
volleyball net?

A. Uprights are completely outside the court, and the net contains a 1/4-inch wire cable at the top and two 2-inch vertical
tape markers stretched from top to bottom.
B. Uprightsfere completely outside the court, and the net contains'a 1Lincli wire cable at the top.

C.

Uprights are directly on the sidelines, and ropes - are

stretched through the top and bottom of the net.
Uprights are directly on the sidelines, and the net is tightly
stretched at a height of 7 feet and has two 2-inch vertical
tape markers stretched froM top to bottom.
29. Which is a duty of the linesmen?
A. Signal good or out whenever the ball strikes the floor near
D.

B.
C.
D.

the linesmen'g designated sideline. or endline.
Blow whistle and signal when a foot fault has been made.
Bring the game ball to the umpire during.time -outs.

Signal "out" when some part of the ball crosses the net
outside the tape marker.

30. The opposing. CFs contact the ball, at the same time and it
--febounds into Team B's court. Which is correct?

A. This is considered the first contact for Team B and they are
allowed two more hits.

t.. This is not counted as a hit for Team B and any player .
other than their CFnay now contact the ball.

C. The hit is considered one contact for only 'Loam A since

Team A's hit went into B's court.

D. The CF of Team B may contact the ball again and this
contact would be considered the first contact for Team B.

31. Which of the followingits an illegal play?
A. Server steps on the endline at the 'moment of contacting the
ball.

B. A blocker reaches over the net,. keeping the ball from
coming to the blocker's side of the court.

C. A back row player spikes the ball after leaving the floor
12-feet from the net.

D. A player runs out of bounds to play the ball, sending it to
the opponents' court across the tenter of the net.
$2

t
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32. Lineups have been submitted and teams have been instructed to
take their positions on the court. A spiker appears who is not
listed in the,lineup. What is the correct procedure?
A. The spiker may change places with the replacement before
the game starts.
B.

The spiker must go in as a regular substitute following
normal procedures.

C. The scorekeeper just hanges the numbers in the lineup.

D. The referee permits t e spiker to start in the game without
counting this as* substitution.
33. At the instant of contact on the serve, which of the following
players are out of position?

A. LF and LB are sanding next to one another in the front
line.

B. CF and RF are standing next to one another in the front
line.

C. CB is standing forward of the RF.
D. RB is standing in the serving area as server for the team.
34. Player A is serving and has made 3 points. It is discovered that
Player B of the opponents' team served out-of-turn and made 2
points. What procedure should the referee follow?

.

A.

All points made by Player B are canceled. A point is

C.

There is no loss of points by Player B's team. A point is
awarded to Player A's team and on the first dead ball the

awarded to Player A's team. The serving order is corrected
4,
on the first dead gall. Player A continues to serve.
B. All points made by Player B are canceled. The serving order
is corrected when Player B's team1eceives the ball to serve.
serving order is corrected. Player A continues to serve.

D. Points scored by Player B remain. Serving ordered is
corrected when Player B's team receives the ball for serve.

35.^ Which of these plays at the net is illegal?
A. ,! Blocker reaches over the net and misses the spiker's dink.

Blocker blocks the ball and it rebounds into opponents'

court.
Blocker contacts the ball on opponents' side of net before
opponent who is attempting to play the ball contacts it.
D. Blocker blocks the ball and then plays-the ball again.

C.
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ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES
Part I

Rule Reference

Answer

Question

10,1

L
D
SO
SO
TO
P
SO
SO
L
P
R
SO
D
L

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
.13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

r

20.

7, 19d
5, 21;43, 3d, 4c
9, 2f

4, 44b
7,14c

8, 3b; 8, 2b

6,2a(10)(11)

7, 13a; 4, 3d; 7, 15

5,5

8, 3c(2); 8, 3f
8, penalty 3,; 8, 3b, f
7, 14b

.

R
,

4,2
1, 4;5,11;8, If
9, le

L
L
P
R
P

4,4e

7, 12 "'

10 ;2.

,,

-`''

9,2b

Part H

c

21.
22.
25.
26..

94

4, 2; 5,5
7, 19e

.

B
D

23.
24.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

6, 2e.

B

10, 1

6,2d

C

1, 4; 10, 2b

D

3

A A.

12

6, 2e(4)
7, 14b
5, 7; 8,
b, 2c5
4, 3c1, 2

A

D
o

A
B
A
C
C

°

7,8c

8, 3c2

Qdr)

4LJ evod
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Inquiries concerning these study questions or theoretical
examination questions` should be directed to:
GERTRUDE JENNINGS
145 Mildale Rd.
La idowne,
PA 19050.
-

SUMMARY OF.MAJOR CHANGES FOR PRINCIPLES
AND TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL
1. Change in signal to begin service
2. Change in point signal
3. Addition of signal for ball failing,to cross net
4. Addition of signal for cancelling the score
5. Change in out -of- position signal
6. Addition of signal for delay of game
7. Revision of the "Art of Officiating" section
8. Clarification of linesmen's positions
9. Scorer entering numbers (only) of substitutes Once the match
has begun
10. Change to keep hand on net cable throughout play
11. Addition of procedure for handling rule interpretation protest

SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGEGOF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL
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Techniques of Officiating Volleyball
Revised by the PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

Th following principles and techniques of officiating volleyball
shoul be observed by all officials.
clarified are designated
Note: ections which have been reworded orhave
been indicated by
by a c eck (V). Changes in techniques
shading.
VPOSITION OF OFFICIALS

The referee should be stationed at one end of the net in a

position that will give an equally clear view of both courts. This
position allows the official to be at least two feet and not more than
three feet above the net. Location and height are important; proper
position allows the official to follow the play closely on both sides
of the net.'
The .umPiie should be stationed at floor level, slightly to the
receiving side of court. The umpire may move along the sideline to
watch for overlap. The umpire may .move close to and, if necessary,
under the net when the ball is in play. The umpire must be in a
position to see net and center line fouls.
Equipment

1. The official should keep a whistle on a cord around the neck.

2. The official should have a current rulebook .at hand for reference.

N/3. The official, should wear appropriate clothing. The official
uniform, a navy blue and white 'striped tailored shirt, a navy blue
skirt oriotte with white shoes and socks, is suitable in most
situations. an official's stand is used, however, it may be advisable
for the official to wear slacks, depending upon local custom and
upon seating arrangements at the game.
CONTROLLING PLAY

The whistle should be kepfrin the official's mouth during play,
and be removed whet speaking. The arm nearer the serving team's
side is used for signals.rOne hand -shbuld be plaCed on the net cable
jhefore the me_and thioughwt the play.
The official should blow the whistle (when necessary), announce
the violation, and give the signal in the following situations:
96
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1. Illegal serve

a. When the ball is not given immediate impetus upon contact.
(Signal illegal hit.)
b. When the ball contacts the net. (Signal net foul.)
c. When some part of the ball fails to paSs over or within the
markers on the net. (Signal out of bounds.)
d. When tii6 bail -itrikei-ThirfrTir-biltside7MPliylig -Co&f.1
(Signal out of bounds.)
e. When the ball strikes an object over the playing court. (Signal
out of bounds; signal replay if ground rules so indicate.)
f. When the server fails to be behind the endline and within the
10-foot service area at the time of contact on the gem. (Signal

__line foul.)

g. When a' foot fault is made. (Signal line foul.)
2. Illegal play of the ball

a: When the ball is not returned within' the oPponents' court.
(Signal out of bounds.)

b. When the bakis not returned over or within the net markers.
(Signal out of'bounds and point to tape marker.)
c. When the ball is not contacted with a legal hit. (Signal illegal
hit.)
d. When the ball is played more than once (consecutive hits) by
any one player except as provided for in the ruleson blocking.
(Signal more than one-hit.)

e. When the ball is contacted by a fourth player. (Signal more
than three hits.)
f. When the ball is contacted by any part of the bOdy below the
waist. (Signal body foul.)

g. When the ball is contacted by one player while supported by
another player or object. (No visual signal.)
h.. When the ball is caught or touched by a player, either on or
.

off the court, before it touches the floor or other out-of-

bounds object. (Signal good.)
3. Illegal play at net
a. When the ball is held or pushed against The net. (Signal illegal
hit.)

b. When the net is touched by any part of the body. No foul

shall be called if the ball is driven into the net with such force

that the net contacts a player on the opposing team. (Signal
net foul.)
c. When the player reaches over the net to play the ball in an
illegal manner. (Signal reaching over net.)

,d. When the player reaches under the net in an,illegal 'manner.
(Signal net foul.)
fie. When there is a center line foul. (Signal linefoul.)
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL
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4. Ball played from anjjegal position. (Signal player out of
position.)
a. When any player fails to be in cparkct position during contact
at the serve.
;WW1 a haelrliffilirayer-616-as or spikei-from a positron w
is not clearly behind the 10-foot line.

-

c. When a back line player plays the ball over the net from
position which Is not clearly behind the' 10-foot line at
heislitgreater than the to of the net.
57Pla-yer enters game illegally. (No visual signal)
.,
[

a. When a player fails to follow- correct substitution procedure.
_Z
game for the_fourthlime.
b. When-Weyer enters
.c. When player re-ente'is game after being disqualifed.
1
Came delayerOignalailay of game.1
a. When excessive time is consumecibefore-the-balniieried .
b. When a tent' takes more than the two allotted time-tout
,

periods.

.

c. When a team fails to be ready to play at the beginning of each
game.
d. When any act is done in a_ manner to deliberate& delay the
.

game.
7. Repeating play. (Signal replay.)

-

a. When players pn opposing sides commit a foul simultaneously.
b. When a foul is committed by a player at the net in the same
play in which anippponent also commits d foul, even if the
'
fouls do not occur at the same instant.
11)11Yer servesU.1*e the referee
play prior to 440 serve unless the unauthotised sreve touchet
'hit.),, _t , ,L,
the net or lands out of bounds, (8Arel
d".-Whiii-flie--Offiefif
iiiiiii-disflie-Whistle-b
.
.

mlifike or there is

outside interference in the play action.
ceilVig or a
e. When the ball
in height or when it strikes an obstruction or wit

of the sides' of the evert
if ,Rule 10,
,
,

established, -

4

... ...,...4

8. Time-out. (Signal time-out.

1:7Sficaisinsiffiim califire-ou
.
official.

b. When he scorer or timer notifies the
/
c. Wherilan injury occurs.
d. When any unforeseen problem occurs.
a
e. When a coach, captain or incoming substitute requests
substitution, the official should signal and announce "Time-

out, substitution.'

N/The referee, after determining that both teams are ready to play,
shall blow the avhispe and signal the Right' Back tq begin service.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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One hand should immediately be placed on the net cable to indicate
That the ready signal has been given.
Arm signals shokild interpret the events of the game and should be
held long $nough for players, coaches, scorers, timers, linesmen and

spectatots to see, It is recommended that the official blow the

whistle. (if necessary), signal, announce the foul and then declare

point or side-out with an arm signal accompanying the Verbal
announcement.
Most signals can be demonstrated with the use of one hand. In

some instances it may be 'necessary for the referee to visually
indicate the offending team.
4

Signals (as illustrated on !makeover)

Point. Raise the hand to-Ward the serving team wit the in ex
finger extended upward to indicate one point. For the tram on
the" referee's right,ose the right hand; for the team on the left
use the left hand.
-47Side-out. Raise the arm sideward, fingers extended toward the

team that has been serving. Keeping the arm parallel to the

floor, bring the arm across the front of the body in a semi-circle,
. finishing with the fingers pointing toward. the team that will
receive the ball for service.
1013i;,71me-out(2
nina
p e. y ra sing
4
both arms sidewipd to Shoulder height, fingeri extended.
';,; Substitution; Maintain the,above position' until ths, scorer
",;liitgina receiving the itibatitute(s);4: ,' ,' -I, .:...,.!i, ,,
rime-out for rest.,'Aftet
Al interrupt
'WIN_
. indicatey the team requeitin
'at
time -out bs keep'
extended in the direction,: _thattteant; dropjhakother
.

to the side of the bodY. -;:'itiol''' ''f'., -,-,., ""t'' +'',;, '4"

..

Time-out, official. Interruptygive as libtrie, then pain

).,,f, i ,t toward self with either hand::
A. halt contacted more than three times. Raise arm verTicallSi'with
fouAingers extended. V5- More than one consecutive hit. Raise arm vertically overhead
-

with two finger's- extended. (See Rule exceptions, Riile 7,

Sections 12 and 14C.)
6. Line foul. Point open hand toward center line lor e line).
7. Contact with net. Using the signal hand, tou
net near the
top of the side nearer the offendi- ,t
!!R4 Leaching over the net. Mt fhe signal hand, leilitri down, above'
the top of the net. Simulate The action of reaching over the net.
9. Ball not crossing net. Make a vertical arm motion along side of
net nearer the offending team. - , , : oi._,
.
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10. Illegal hit. ,Raise the signal hand in front of the body, palm

forward,. elbow bent, Move the hand forward in a slight arc as in

a pushing motion."(Afies thellregil-hit signal, thebfficuil may
desuc to use inof`er signal which would visually simulate the
foul.)
11. Replay. Cross both' arms' front Of the chest, hands to fii-eopposite shoulder.
rT27-rancerifie ,score. using a sweemnehotion. repeatedly cross an
uncross the arms at hip level.
13. Body foul. Move the signal hand across the body and-thud-it-fie

L._

opposite hip. v
14. Ball landing out of bounds. Raise the signal hand, thumb up
over the shoulder to indicate out.

\-

N/15. Ball landing good or play ceases without a foul. Hold signal

hand Palm-down, fingers extended, tolndicate in.
V16.: Touches on balls landing out-of-bounds. Brush palm of signal
hand with fingertips of other hand,
Raise both hands, palms facing1)o y. [if;
nately move the hands forward and back.
18. Begin service. Simultaneous wish whistle, use signal hand to
beckon the Right Back with a sweeping motion. Place one hand
on the net cable.
19, Delay of game. Clasp the hands together: hold high in ftont of
body.
the Art oft3fficistiroit

1. Arrive early enough to observe t14 warm-up period. Observe the
skill level of the _players. Sharpen your reaction_ time.

2. Make-an effort to mei-Coaches, captiins-and fearrii-liefiire-the.
game tq establish a friendly atmosphere.
1
1

41
1

r

.

lie alert. AT illegal Mr can occur 4iffriliWWg techniques.
-Coricentrile on the player's hands or arms as 'the ball makes
contact with the player. Give decisions quickly and accurately.

same level throughout the ,match.
4. Evaluate ball_handIing at
S Maintain a pleisant attitude toward both teams.
6. Display a sense of humor appropriate to the situation.
7. Enforce- rules without partiality and with consistency through-

mit the match.,.
B. Be quielly efficient 1317firrh, pleasant, InowledgciihWITidi
courteous.
L 9. Command respect without being over officious or intimidating.]
Immediately identify 'infractions of the ruleS correctly by name
N/

and signal.
11. Learn to distingdislf back line players by checking player
positions preceding the service and following the play.

)100
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.

12: Execute signals that are -clear, understandable and sustained.
Any additional signal used should clarify and not confuse.

13. Ensure whistle tone is crisp, not used excessively, and tias
variations in tune to 4ertote various meanings.
14. Demonstrate variety in voice inflection. The voice should have
firmness and .he direct and responsive but not. demanding or
.
intimidating
15. Accept constructive criticism gracefully.:
Preliminaries for the Game

I. Arrive at the game J5 to 20 minutes ahead of time.
2. Introduce yonrself to those who Are in charge of the game.
,
3. Inquire about Or establish local ground rules.

-.,

4. If both officials have equel ratings, consult the captains to

determine if there is a ereferetice as to which official starts the
-.
first and third games5. If one official has a higher rating, that official shall serve as the.
referee for the entire match; the official with the lower rating
shallumpire.
r
6. Check the playing area to see that the net is theeproper heigilt
and that it is as taut. ai yossible.
7. Inspect the ball to see that it is a spherical molded leather bAll,
lo-f,:and is properly inflated. (A rubber-cased ball
unifo
.
oors.)
rs acceptable o
.. .-,1i:- -Cheek that bot teams are in proper uniforms (numbers;
likenes1 of color,no special identification of players, etc)
-9. Meet With-the captain's to decide which team will fUrniSli-fli-eofficial scorer and which team will furnish the official time,:. n
11-0. Make sure that Ilie scorer mid finer arelocated in a polition for I
,
maximum communication and efficiency. See that there is a I
i
scoreboard and timing device visible to teams and spectators and I
°
that someone is assignetrto the operation of each

.,

'

,

!

J

I I.,Meet the linesmen and review
their
duties, which aidthe
r
f

following':
a. Assist the referee in calling balls landing near the lines or

passing over the net near the tape markers.
Assist umpire and scorer in seeing that players follow the
serving order according to the lineup.
VC.' Assist the referee in making decisions related to foot faults
b.

in serving.

d.
e.

.;

.

Assist the referee, when requested, in calling touches on
.
balls landing out:of-bounds.
Hold the game ball during time-out for rest when the team m
.
on the linesman's court has the serve..
.
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Linetniern shall have whistlers and pencils. WgititevolFesmen Sr*
used; they shall be positioned on opposite left back corners of the

court, out of the way of play but in line with thq server. They

-

should move ip order to clearly see one endline, one sideline and the
net market. When four linesmen are used, theY are placed at all four

corners of the court. The linesmen on the left back corners have
responsibility for the sidelines. The linesmen at the right back
corners have responsibility for the endlines. All four linesmen have

responsibility for the tape marker if the hall is being played on their
side of court.
Vi 2. Review the official scoring procedures, the substitute rule, and
the signals used by officials. Instruct the scorers tonotify the

referee on the first dead kali after the occurrence of the
fbdowing:

F-4,7 -Alt am faircreciontit the-na me and rii.fihei-of. all p7 yeir
b. A team fails terfollaw proper serving nritliOlation order. c.
d.

1.

g.

.

A game his been completed On the basis of score.

Eight points have beeq scored by pne team in the third
game of the match.
incoming phiY-tr has-falleirt5 1-Tpoirrellie-SCTifer, fiias
entered the game a fourth time- or-is illegally substituted in
any other way.
A team has taken a third time-out.
There is a disagreement concerning the score.

The scorers should provide the umpire and linesmen with an
official lineup of each team.1The numbers of the siibitittites arelif

IrtieTelifetaln tithe :si,.orcb`ook`after time-Out for substitution has been

called by the official.; The official scorer shall keep the official
record, score the match, and signal the referee as necessary. The a
assistant scorer Shall check on the official scorer.

N/13. The team which doeS not provide the official scorer must

provide the official timer, who shall operate the official timing
'timing device shall be clearly
.deiice, and the timers' horn.
visible to both timekeepers. The dfficial tinier shall Start official timing device when server contacts ball.
n.
b. Stop official timing device when ball is dead Or when the
referee or umpire blows whistle to indicate time-dut.
Sound horn at expiration of time-out.
c.
d. Sound horn at expiration of playing. time. If the ball is in
the air at the expiration of playing time,, the timekeeper
shall not sound the horn until the ball is dead and point or
side -out is declared.
.
e.

Inform the referee when four minutes of actual playing

f.

time have elapsed in the, third game:of a match.
Sign scorebook at end of :mach.
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The assistant timekeeper. shall be responsible for the device used
to measure time-out and the three-minute period between games.
14. Discuss briefly with the umpire the .specific duties for assisting
in making decisions on players who cross the center line, touch
the net, etc., or by doing anything else requested by the referee.

The umpire shall take the position on the floor, on the-

oPko'site side of the court from the referee. In aadition,-the umpire

shall
a.

b.

Move onto the court and check the line-up of both teams
before the start of each game.
,
Assist the scorer in verifying that players ale in their proper
serving order before the serve.SIt is recommended that the
umpire hold a line-up.card in the non- signal hand.)

Witch the receiving team for players out of position .at the
tune of service.
d. Changt sides of the net as side-out is called,
Je. Call fouls that cannot be seen by the referee.
f: "`Cafl oalcil= postian' fouls: A'SiST-referee sn idefilifying-Wiekl

line player playingille&ally at the net.

cVgr. Call fouls Occurring on the tintpifesside-Of the court:

Concentrate Rn play at the netrind ct'Ater tite:
i. o Blow the. whistle, if necessary, t'o stop play and announce
Fk
the-decision.
j. Repeat referee's arm signals for porn an side-out.
k. Call time-out for substitutions.
-17 -cfreeklhe scorebook-diiiiiig-firrie,tint-fol-ria; see ir§cortil
has any questions And see that the visual scoreboard agrees{
with !bc.._ w4090k.
h.

L

m.

Sign scoreli'Ook at end of match.
s.

c7s",-`F

15. IPtroduce the cdptai,,O
4,ss a coin to determine choice of court

and first serve. TheViirker of the toss has the first choice:
16, Give ',team members an Opportunity to ask questions on rule
interpretations, local boundaries, ground' rules; and other
matters before the guile ig started,
EffediffigeshoTior--4-alts-.--Players--ffic7illd be -encouraged-Id

their own fouls, particularly on close net plays' and in cases!
involving difficult decisions. EiciweVer, the official is encouraged

to make decisions on honor calls and to overrule if the player's 1
f
decision is incorrect.
8. Before starting the game, signal the Warns onto the court, wif,it
for the umpire to check each team's serving order, and then call
scorers and.I
"Captains ready" Make sure umpire,

timers fire ready. Toss the ball to the first server and indicate I

L.m. readiness to serve by signal and whistle.

TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL
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19._The referee is also responsible for gte .following:
[

,

]

-T'IKinil-hin-d.Ori -Hie -16.2_ niTeable..

a.

"Deciding. when teams are ready for each service:-.

1?.

Watching the serving team for players out of position'at the
..
.
time of service.
-d-.---Calliiig time-put and time-out for substittiTiOn7Ficoutage 1

Vc.
i

I

the player leaving the court to stand at the sideline with
hand raised 'so that linesmen and umpire may identify the
i
number. As the substitute enters the court, the outgoin#
,
player exits
i at the sideline.
Making decisions an vkilitiOni-Of Ilie-Wilei7fiiiiii-ilie time 7,
the game begins until the scorebook is-signed. The decisions
shall relate; to acts on or off the . court during playing time,
time-out, or between games.
1.

,.

I

)

1

,

L

e.

,

.-

Warning's dechtfing side-oiii, or point if any coach-or 1

I.

I

substitute flagrantly abuses the privilege of voaching from 1

.

L________the sidelines..,
g. Making deCiSiiiii-s-O-ii PCfiffsftif iiii-cificillY -Cave-fed in the

rules.

,

Carrying out all responktilities as official ii charge of the
,
game. %
Making the final decision in case of opposing calls by

. h.
i.;
.

:.

.

'officials.

Handling any riiki-WerpiefiiiiiiiiiiiiTtaJiiiiiiii,-naliiliT
The referee shall write all of the facts concerning the rule

interpretation 'protest. In addition, the referee shall make
official note of the score, pliying areas, server,players and
relative positions at the time of the protested play. Both',
couches and the referee should sign, the protest. IV game
then proceed.
... .slitill
,_____

.

.

Procedurmat the End of the Game

Alb

°.

N/1." The referee's whistle should recognize the timekeeper's hOrn at

the end- of the game, and the referee should call, "Time -out,
officia4" Signal tea s.to.- take a position on their reSpective

-endlineSt..-.

.

. ..

.

.

.

Fr-Thi-iiiiiiiife-iliiiif7chec t4i;.:-scoretioiik-and notify ttier:-Tre'iielli
.- the game is. completed. If there is any discrepancy in the .score,
the umpire shall notify the referee, who shall- then come to the
scorer and make the final deCision as to what action shall be
taken.
3. If the game is completed, the referee should announce "Game"
1,

.}

['
. 104

'and signal teams to chalige ends of court.- If the match is

completed, announce "Match" and signal.teams to -congiatulate..
each otheroin the center of the cOurt..
.

.

1c2
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/
4, The referee should announce the score after it has been-checked
if it does not agree with thd visible scoreboard.
rd

°

5. The referee and umpire should answer questions by score-

keepers and timekeepers, and provide necessary instructions at
the end of each game.
6. The referee, urklpire,, official timer, and official scorer should
sign the scorebobk at the end of the match.

A"
o

Questions concerning officiating techniques in volleyball
should be directed to:
KAY CORCORAN
College of Mt. St. Joseph
Mt. St. Joseph, OH 45051
-

4

'
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PREFACE TO RULES SECTION
.

Based upon the. returns of the 1973 -75 Questionnaire on Experimental Rules, the NAGWS (formerly DGWS)VolleS&hall Rules Comntittee has accepted the Experimental Rule 20'and rejected Experimental Rule 1. While nfuch favor, was expressed for acceptance of
the rule allowing blockers to reach over theniet, there seeoed to be
little substantial evidence to change completely the NAGWS rule to
allow playing the ball off of low, ceilings. Consequently, the 1973-75

Volleyball, Rules Committee has found it morappropriate to develop -a new rule, Rule 10, Ground Rifles, in which provisions are
stated for allowances to be made actrding fa certain conditions
which must be met in regard to splay off of low ceilings and overhanging obstructions.

In addition to these two rules situations, tile - current NAGWS
Volleyball Rules Committee has effected some minor changes and
clarifications of the 1973-75 NAGWS Volleyball Rules listed at the
end of, this article. Significant changes and revisions are indicated by (> 1'
an asterisk (*) in the main body of the rules. The method of scoring
has also been changed to allow for more efficiency in keeping the
scoring record.
The committee has considered several other reqbests for changes
in the rules, but has not made changes relative to the following:
I. Antennas. The committee believes that the adding of antennas
could be problematic from HI standpoint of extreequiPment, a
their value has not been sufficiently established. Their location
has not been determined through controlled experimentation.
2. Four-inch Centerline. The committee did not adopt this rule, as there is some testimonyfrom other groups that have used a line of
this width which indicates that injury has increased:,
3.' Timed Games. Since the scheduling of facilitiesAs often a
problem, it seems necessary Jo retain the time limit in Order that
game -lengths can be anticipated with some accuracy. Timed games
also facilitate the rtycninrg of tournaments.
.

4. Games Per Match. The Committee decided not to adopt the

three out of five game length for a match predominately because the
shorter match accommodates play under tight scheduling of facilities
and enables a team- to play More matches per day than the. longer°
match-would Omit. If more competition with an individual team is
desired, more than one match can be playesl against the tame team
on a given day. .
The committee wishes to receive suggestions for the rules and will
continue to, consider all comments submitted.
PREFACE TO ROLES SECTION
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CLARIFICATION OF 'RULE(CHANGES FOR 1975177

IbT

Rule 1

1. The official height of the cotitt has been increased to 30 feet.

For situations involving gymnasiums with ceilings and over-

hanging obstructions lower than 30 feet, Rule 10, Ground
Rules, has been developed.

Z. F.or situations that involve play on courts with less than six
feet of- unobsttucted clearance extending from either0or all
boundary lines, Rule 10, around Rules, carries suggestions for

d

establishing appropriate ground rules procedures.
3. A portion of this Section of Rule 1 is now covered in Rule 10,
Ground Rules.
4. Without an imaginary extension of the 10 foot line, the rule
that back line players cannot spiky or block could be abused.
Therefore, the imaginary extension has been added.

Rule 4

The first three sections of ,this rule have been re2rbnizea to

improve,the gramMatical construction and to clarify tl e, necessity
for uniforms being identicalsfor all steam members.
3.bp This section has been moved to Rule 7, Section 4.

4.a. The'recognition of a request for substitution must result in a
Substitution.
e. Allowing three entries into the game provides consistency
with USVBA and NFSHSA rules.

Rule 5

0

$

2. Block. This definition has been reworded in order to, clarify
more specifically the definition of the.block.

5. .Defaulted Game. The situation of a defaulted game now ineludes failure to appear for a match, in ,adllition to all other
' conditions heretofore described. An option to use 15-0 as opposed to 2-0 is offered wtere such a score may benefit the
winning team as in the.case of league standings or poor play.
21. Splice. Interpreting the double foul, the' spike Nust be executed legally, and thereft:ore, unless the spike is legally' executed, subsequent pehaltieS may not be imposed.

Rule 6
2.a.(11) This rule has been clarified to require that the server
who fails tQ wait for a signal to serve is penalized if her

unauthorized serve touches the het, lands out of
bounds or the server commits a foot fault:

108
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t'
0

c.(3)

'a

'The coach, manager, or captain ar responsible for the
accuracy 'of the plaOrs' serving or rs and numbers as

listed in the scorebOok pridr to the beginning of the

,

`match.

(5)

It was requested that there be some definite time period
after which nd change copld be made, and the commit) +I*
tee believed that this wasa reasonab solution.
3. becisions. The rules interpreter cannot know whether or not
the prdtest is accurate unless the coach and officthl botl verify
the conditions of the protest.
0

Rule 7
9. and 12. Playing the Ba11. In receiving a hard hit ball, such as a
hard driven spike, it is usually impossible to receive the
ball without successive contacts and this change is consistent with USVBA and internalional'rules.

19. c. The time for substitution-begins when the request is made
to the Official and ends when .the substitute takes, er position on the court.

0

') Rule B.

c. This section has been reworded to be consistent with acceptance of the rule allowirT reaching over the net to block.

.

Rule 9
2. a. Whereas coaching from the sideline is being recognized as

being legal, a coach must not interfere with the,play in a
disruptive manner apd' the committee believes that the
coach should remairiseded.
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OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES
'FOR-GIRLS AND WOMEN,
0.r

Rule 1, Tlaiing Area
!`1. COURT. The playing surface shall'e a rectangular court 60
feet long and 30 feet wide, including outer edge of ines, free

from obstructions, and having a height of 30 feet or more
which is free from apparatus or other obstructions or projections.' Where there is not a height of at least,30 Wet, ground
rules may be established to permit playing the ball from the

ceiling. (See Rule 10).
,
2. 'BOUNDARY LINES. The boundary lines of the court shall be
two inches in width. Lines shall be at east six feet from walls
or, any obstrqctions, or ground rule must be established.
These lines on the short sides of the Court shall be termed the
endlines; those on the long side, the sidelines. e.e Rule 10)

3. CENTER LINE. There shall be a center line, two inches in

width, parallel to and' equidistant from the endlines.4. SERVING' AREAS, The serving areas shall be a minimum of
'six feet in depth back of the endlides and 'within 10 feet of the
ifnaginary extensions of )the right sidelines. Two lines, six
inches long by two inches wide, shall be drawn beginning eight
:inches behind and perpendicular to the endline to designate
the serving area; one of these lines will be on the imagihary
extension.of the right sideline and thesother will be 10 feet to
the left of this. (SeeRule io.y
*5. TEN-FOOT LINE. There,shall be a 10-fobliline two inches in
width, l(rfeet from the center line and parallel to the endlines,
and having an unlimited imaginary extension. Measurement of
the 10 feet shall be from the middle of the center line to the
middle ofreacti 10-foot line.
6. VISIkLE SCOREBOARD. 'A visible- scoring dexice shall be
part of the equipment fot an official game. The scoreboard jk,

shall be in a position which is visible to the teams and

spectators.
,
7.VISIBLE TIMING DEVICE. A visible, timing device shall be
part of the equipment for an official game. The timing device

shall be in a position which is visible to the tea ms . and
spectators.

*Indicates significant change or revision.
OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES
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Rule 2., Net

The net shall be three feet-wide °overall and' 32 feet' in length'

when stretched. It shall be made of a four-inch square mesh of black
or dark brown No. 30 threat. the'net shall be bound fop, ends, and
.

bottom with 44 -inch manila rope. A dcffible thickness of white
canvas, two inches wide,.shall biOewn to the top of thenet, through
which shall be run a wire cable 14-inch in diameter. Tile net shall be

tightly stretched by the four APrners between walls or uprights
which are entirely outside thourt, rand it shall doss the Court

midway between, the endlines and paralleLta them. The table shall
be drawn tightly. The top of the net shall be level and measure -7 feet
WA inches to the ground.

A vertical 'tape marker shall be, plac ed on the net at ,a point

;directly. above each sideline. The marker shall be two inches in width

and shall extend from the top ta the bottom of the net.
Rule -3. Ball

.

ff

.

The ball shall be spherical and hfive,a molded leather cover that is
uniforni in color. a shall .measure-froin 26 to 27 inches in circumference, yieitkV from seven to nine ounces, and be inflated with five
to 'seven pounds of air pressure. For outdoor use, a rubber-cased .ball
acceptable, providing it meets all specifications of the leather ball.
Rule 4. Teams
1: NUMBER OF2LAYERS. In all official matches, teams shall
' ,' be composed of six players. A4eam may not begin with fewer
than six players. If for any reason a team is reduced to fewer
than six players, the game shall be defaulted.,

2. UNIFORMS. All players of a team must be in identical uniforms while playing. Each player must have clearlyvisible
numbers on the front and back of her playing uniforin. Should

a team fad to have proper numbers, the game will be de-

faulted.
` 4'34 POSITIONS.. The positionishall be known by name, as 'indi-

cated in the -court diagram on page 113 (Ie., left forward,
center forward, right forward, left back, center back, and right
back).
a. The right-back player of the. serving team shall %e the first

server of the game; thereafter, the Ayer rotating from the
right forward to the right back shall be the server.
At thee instant 'cif contact on the serve all players must be
within their ovtn court with the "exception of the server,
who is serving from the out-of-botinds area. The feet of all
players must be clearly 'beside the feet of those persons
who are in adjacent positions qn the same row or clearly In
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VOLLEYBALL
.COURT DIAGRAM
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METHOD OF ROTATION
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COU.

2

front or behind the feet of respective front or back line
players.

(1). Each forward line player must be ahead of her
respective back line player; overlapping may not occur
in a forward to backward .direction between the LB
and LF, the CB and CF, or the RB and RF.`:
(2) Each player must be in the correct serving order on her

respective front or back line. Overlapping' may not
between the LF and CF,
occur in a sideward

the CF and RF, the LB
LB and CB, or the CB and RB.
(3) All othei,dverlapping is legal.

e. After the, bill is contacted on the serve, the players may
°

move from their respective positions.
4. SUBSTITUTION; The following conditions govern the substitution of players:,
*a. The coach, captain, or incoming substitilte may -make _a
request for substituion frqin the referee OD the umpire only
when the ball is dead. Time-put for substitution must be

,obtained prior to 'the substitute reporting to the scorer.
Once the request for substitution has been recognized, a

substitution must occur. The substitute whb reports to the
scorer must enter the game.
. b., The substitute must report to the scorer, giving her number, and the number of the player for whom she is substituting. If a player fails to report to the scorer, she is considered legally substituted after the penalty of point or
side-out has been awarded.

c; The incoming player must take the position an place in

the serving order of the player for whom she is substituting.
No change shall be made in the order of rotation.
d. A player who re-enters the game shall be in her' original

position in relation to her teammates and must retain her
original serving number, except as stated in f. of thisisection.
A player 'shall not en r the game for the fourth time.

Starting the game counts as an entry.
f. Substitutions may be made at any time in case of injury. If
throbgh injury a player is unable to, continue and all substitutes have entered the game, the injured player may be
replaced Under the Wowing conditions:

( I) The; substitute was not in the game at the time of the
injury.

(2) The substitute has not already entered the game three

times although she may have played in a different position in the serving order.
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(3) The injured player does not reenter during the re..

mainder of the match.

-)

\\'

.g. )n case of an illegal substitutiod, if the team in error is
serving when the error is discovered, all points scored by
the team in error must be cancelled, and side-out shall be
callechejf the opponents have already served, the offending
team shall incur no loss of points, but point or side -put
shall be awarded in favor of the team offended.

Rule 5. Definition of Terms
1. ACTUAL PLAYING T} 1E. Time which elapses from the contact on service to the point .at -which the ball is dead. The
accumulation of eight minutes of actual playing time)constitutes a game.
2. BLOCK.. A defensive play in which player(s) place hand(s)
above the net in an attempt to interfere with the flight of the
ball which is beng returned by the-`opponents.
,
3. BODY FOUL. Ball touches any part of player belbW the waist.
BA L. Ball that is temporarily out of play.,
4. DEAD BA
*5. DEFAU ED GAME. Occurs when a team fails to:appear, has
fewer t
six, players, does not have visible nunthers (front

and back), or refusei to play when instructed to do so. The

score of a defaulted zame is 2-0 or 15-0, if this vote would be
more advantageous to the winning teaml
6.. DO
FOUL. Faults committed simultaneously or on th
same pla by players on opposing teams.

7. FOOT FA LT: Server steps on or, over the end line at the
4 moment sh contacts the ball. ' 8. FOUL. A fa t for wihich a point or side-out is warded.

9. ILLEGAL HI . BalYvisibly comes to rest momentarily on any
part of the body above and including the waist. This applies to
all techniques used in playing the ball.
10. LEGAL HIT. Ball that is given immediate impetus-With any
part of the bpdy above and including the waist.
11: LEGAL SERVE. Putting ball into play over the net into the
opponents' court by a player positioned within the serving area.
12. MATCH. Colitest between two teams in which the team first
winning two games is declared the winner.
'
13. OPPONENTS' COURT. Playing area occupied by a team's
opponents.
.
....1
14. OUT-OF-BOUNDS. Any surface or object 'Outside the court
except a player in the act of playing the ball.
.
15. OWN COURT. Playing area occupied by one's own team.
16. POINT. Scoring unit awarded to serving team for an infringement of a rule by theTeceiving team.
,
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17. ROTATION. Act of shifting positions in a clockwise ilirection
a shown in the court diagram on page 113. .
18. ERVING QRDER. Sequence of service of a team's players
which coincides witt, the official method of rotation.
19. IDE-OUT, Decision follbwing the infringement of a rule by
he serving team at which time service is awarded to the opposing team.
20. TERM OF SERVICE. Server continues to serve until side -out
is called.

21.. SPIKE. A legally played ball (other than a serve) whiqh is hit
forcibly from a height greater than the top of the net.
22. TIME -OUT. Temporary suspension of play for the purpose of
rest, substitution, injury, or use hy officials.
PIRula 6. Officials and Their Duties

1. OFFICIALS. The officials shall be .a referee, an umpire, two
timekeepers; two scorers, and two or four linesmen. Only the
referee and umpire change duties \((provided they have .equal
.ratings) during the match.
2. DUTIES.
h,
a. There will be one referee who shall
(1). -Toss al coin to determine choice okcourt dirfirst serve.
(2) Take a position at one end of the net at a height w1ff-ch
permits her to view the game from two to three feet
above the net.
(3) Watch the serving team for illegal positioning at the
time of the serve.
(4) Decide whether a ball is in play or dead.
(5) Decide whether a point or side-out has been made and
indicate decision with arm signal and verbal announce-

v

ment. -

a

(6) Impose penalties for all violations of the rules.
(7) Blow the whistle for time-out.

(8) Recognize substitutes and call time-out for substitution.
(9) Decide whether both teams, are ready to play or

whether sufficient time has elapsed so that they shotild
be in position.
(10) Control the play by blowing the whistle and/or signaling to indicate readiness to play prior to each serve.
*(1D :Order the play repeated should the serve occur before

any indication is given to the server unless the unauthorized serve lands out of bounds, touches the net
or the server commits a foot fault.

'
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(12) Call fouls and blow the whistle if necessary when a
fo.ul has been made.

r

(13) Make decisions on violations of the rubs from the tine
the game begins until the scorebook E Signed. The de-.

cisions shall include acts on or off the court during.

playing time, time-out, or between games.)
(14). Check the score and if it is not in agreement with the.
visible scoreboard, announce the score at the end of
each game.

(15) Make decisions on points not specifically covered in
the rules.
(16) 'Carry out responsib ilities as the official in charge of
the game:
b. There will be one umpire who shall
(1) Take a position on the floor-close to the net on the
side of the 'receiving team and on the opposite side of
the court from the referee.
(2) Watth the receiving team 'for illegal positioning at the
tine of the serve.
(3) Call fouls that cannot be seen by referee.
(4) tall fouls occurring on her side of the court.
(5) When necessary, blow the whistle to stop play and
4,

announce a decision.
(6) Follow the referep's arm signal for point or side-out. =
(7) Blow the whistle for time-out and recognize substitutes
. ,
for substitution.'
(8) Sign the scorebook at the end of match.
c. Scorers. There shall be two scorers, one furnished by each

team. One of the scorers shall be official and keep the

official iecord and score of the match. The official scorer
shall be provided with a horn with which to signal, The
Other scorer shall serve as an assistant and check- o# the
official scorer as well as operate the visible scoreboard. The
choice of having the official scorekeeper shall rest with the
home team.

The scorebook shall remain on] the scorers' table

throughout the match. There shall be no change of scorers
at any time during the match except' in the cage of inefficiency.

The official scorer shallj
*( I )' Take pOsition at the-scorer's table.
(2) Keep the official score of each gathe of the match.

*(3) Before each game see that the manager, coach or captain or each team enters into the scorebookthe names

and numbers of players in their,erving order, the
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names and numbers of substitutes, and the name of the
person designated as captain.
(4) Provide each linesman and the umpire with an.official
'lineup of each team, indicating the numbers of players
in correct serving order.

*(5) Instruct players to take their positions on the court
and permit no changes in the lineupy,subrnitted after

this time unlessprocedures
for substitution are fol.

lowed.
(6) Check to see that players follow the proper wilting and
rotation order.
(7) Sound horn .when ball is dead to infor the referee
when

(a) A team does not follow the (proper erving and
rotation order. .
(b) A game has been completed on the basis of score.
(c) Eight points havebeen scored by one team in the
third game of a match.

(d) The captain, coach, or incoming substitute re-

quests time-out for substitution.
(e) A player substitutes illegally.
(f) A team takes more thari two time-outs for rest.
(g) There is disweement concerning the score.
(8) Sign scorebook at end of match.
d. Timekeepers. There shall be two timekeepers, one furnished
by each team. One of the timekeepers shall be official and
-shall 'operate the official, timing device and timer's horn
throwghout the match. The team which does not have the
cial scorer shill have the official timekeeper.
he official timing device shall be used for the playing
ti e and shall be placed so that it is clearly visible to both
imekeepers. The assistant timekeeper is responsible for the
timing device which is used to note the time for time-outs
and the three-minute peTiod,between.games.
The official timekeeper Ishall

7(1) Take position on the same side of the court as the
scorer along with assistant timekeeper.

(2) Start, official timing device when server contacts the
ball.
(3) Stop official timing device when the ball is dead.
(4) Stopieficial timing device when the referee or 'umpire
blows whistle to indieate'time-out.
(5), Sound horn at expiration of time -out.
(6) Sound horn at expiration of playingitirne. If the ball is

in the air at the expiration of playi g time, the timeNAGV/S VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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keeper shall not sound the horn until the ball is dead
and point or side-out is declared.
(7) IntorM the referee when four minutes of actual playing
tittle have elapsed in the third game of a match.
(8) Sign the scorebook at the end of the match.
. e,. Linesmea There shalt be two 4inesmen, one furnished by
each team. Linesmen may be used on all four corners when
deemed necessary.
r

The linesman shall,

(1)- Be positioned on the Opposite corners of the court, out
of the way of play, across court from and in line with
the 'server (unless facilities' prohibit this location).`
(2) Clearly see one endline and one sideline.

(3) Adjust ,ker position durijig play to tiave always the

clearest possible view of the line on Which a violation is
likely to occur'. 4

(4) Signal good or out, using signals recommended for

umpire, and referee, whenever the ball strikes the floor
near these lines,
4.5):5ignal "out" Whe
all crosses the net completely
outside the to marker.
(6) Assist the scorer in seeing that players follow the serv-

ing order according to the lineup received from the

, scorers.
(7) Assist the referee, when requested, in making decisions.
related to fauljs in serving.

(8) Sound thailEstle, if necessary, to stop play to?give a
decision related to her responsibilities.

(9) Hold the 'game ball during time-out for rest when the
team on her court has the serve.
3'.DECISIONS

$

rt

a. Matters orfact. Decisions of the officials as to matters of fact
are final. In case of opposing tails by the offitials, the referee
has the right to main the final decision.
b. Interpretation. The captain must .question a decision involving,
inttpretation of a rule at once, if a protest is to be filed later.

c. Pests. When a-question pertaining to interpretation of the

has not been settled but; is to:,die carried to higher authority for decision, exact details (it'jfhe -game situation, including all players and their positiggt at the time of protest,
with a clear description of the situation in question, shall be
put into writing immediately. The game shall 'proceed 4s directed by the referee, who shall, at the end of the game, make
a report of the proteAP to the gales interpreter. The protest fo
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be valid, must be signed by the referee and the coachwho
initiated the protest.

4

Rule 7. Pla ying the Gam

i

1. THE GAME. A game is completed when (a) one team scores a
total of 15 points or (b) eight minutes of actual playing time
hale elapsed. The winning team must'have at least 'a 2-point
advantage. If a team is not 2 points ahead when 15 points have
been scored, or after eight minutes of actual playing time, play
continues until one team is 2 points ahead
CORING. One point shall be awarded to the serving team for
he infringement of any rule by ,the receiving team.
3. CHOICE OF COURT. A. coin shall be tossed for the two ca ptains. The winner of the toss'may choose to take either the first
service during the first game, or her choice of (Am court; the
loser then takes wltatever choice, is left. At the beginning of
subsequent games,, the team that received first in the previous
a game shall have first serve in the following game.
BEGINNNG PLAY. At the start of each, game and after each
dead ball, the ball shall be put in play by the player in the right
back. position from within the serving area of her own court.
The server shall serve within the serving area and not touch the
lines bounding this area or the floor outside of this area at the
instant the, ball is contacted on the serve. A part of the server's
body may be in the air over or beyondethese lines.
5. SERVING ORDER. The .serving order must be followed by

both teams. All six players must be included in any serving
order.

s

a. Each player has one term of service each tinie the proper
serving order is repeated.
b. Service shall alternate as side-out is called.
c. Whenever a service is interrupted 'by time-out or exchange of

,icourts in the third-game, and not ended by side-out,.the
-4-player, is not considered to have completed her term of
servic6,,

6. ROTATION.. Rotation does not occur until the first server from
both tearns 'has completed her first term of service, Thereafter,
the team receiving the ball for service shall immediately rotate
positionsas indicated in the diagram on page 113.
7. LEGAL SERVE. The server may
the ball directly off ,the'ltolding hand. °
b. Hit the ball after tossing it from the holding hand..
c. Hit the ball with one or both hands, opened or closed!
d. Hit the ball with the arm(i).

.

i
8. SERVING OUT OF BURN.
n. If a player serves out of turn, side-out shall'be called as soon

as the mistake is discovered, and,any points made on the
°service before the error was discovered shall be cancelled.
The serving order shall be corrected immediately.

b. If the mistake. in serving occufs and' is not, discovered until
after the opponents have gained the ball for service, but
before they have begun to serve, the game shall be stopped,
and all points made by the . improper servbr shall be
cancelled. The serving order shall be corrected immediately.
*c. If the mistake in serving order occurs but is not discovered
until after the opponents have served, there shall be no loss
of points, but point or side-out shall be awarded in favor of
the team offended. On the first dead ball, the serving order.
shall be corrected immediately.

-

9. PLAYING THE BALL. The ball must bd 'given immediate
i impetus at contact,' A player may not hit the ball twice in

d,

/

succession except as stated in sections 12 and 14b and c of this
rule. In playing the ball, a player may use any part of the body
above and including the waist.
10. NUMBER OF CONTACTS. The ball may be contacted' a total
of three times by a team before it is sent over the net.
11. SIMULTANEOUS CONTACTS. If, two or more players of the
same" team contact the ball simultaneously, it is considered one
play, and players'involved may participate in the next play. This
.--,
nextplay shpurd be copnted an additional contact. °
"*12. SUCCESSIVE CONTACTS. A player may make successive con- .11
tarts' Of a 'hard driven spiked ball provided the successive con..A
tacts constitute one attempt to play the ball. . I
13. BALL CROSSING THE NET.
over either one of the
a. -Some part of Ahe ball must pass over

markers on the net or within the two markers.
If thb ball touches the net .on the return, it must touch the

ri

net on or between the 'markers and go over 4'ito the

opponents' court.
A ball, except a service, striking' the net aid going over is still
in play. c'
d.. The ball may be played when aty part of it has crossed the
top of the net. It is not essential for the entire ball to be on a
player's side of the net before it is played.
.
.
14. NET PLAY.
a. A ball other than a service may b recovered from the net
provided the player avoids touching the net.
b. If two or more players from opposing teams contact the ball
simultaneously above the net, any of the players invplved are
OFFICIAL VOLLEYS/ILL RULES
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eligible to participate in the next play which shall be considered the first of three contacts allowed to the team.

c. If one or more player(s) is attempting' to block and is

contacted by the ball, this player,is eligible .-to participate in
the next play, which halUbe considered the second contact
for that team.
15. BALL TOUCHING BOUNDARY LINE. A ball touching a
boundary line isgood.
,
16.' DEAD BALL. Thy ball is dead la. After an official's decision which temporarily suspends play
due to an infringement of rule.
b. When the ball strikes the floor within the boundary lines of t
the playing court.

c. When the ball strifes the floor or an object outside the

playirig court.
d: At any time deemed necessary by the referee or umpire:

17. EXCHANGE OF COURTS. At the end of each game of the
same match, teams shall exchange courts: In the base of a third
game lieing played, teams shall exchange courts after one team
has scored eight 'points, or the first time the ball is dead after
.
four minutes of play© whichever occurs first. The order of rotapop shall not he altered with this. exchange orcourts.
18. CITANGING POSITIONS. At the beginning of a new game, the
,

players may be rearranged hi their positions. The scorers,

umpires and linesmen shall be notified of change in positions of
-" players and serving order.
19. TIME-OUT.
a. Time-out may be called by either the referee or the umpire.
v
b. Time-out shall not be Called when the ball in, play except
in the case of an injury to a player. When this occurs the play
must be rqpeated.

c. Time-out for rest may be requested by the coach or team
captain at any time the ball is dead. This time-out shall not

exceed one minute. During this time-out periOd, the players
may leave the court in order to confer with their coaches at or Rear their benches.' Only two such timeout periods are
permitted each team duripg a eine without penalty.
d. Substitution. A maximum of 15 seconds is allowed fOr substitution. This period begins with the request for the timeout and ends when the substitute is in position on the court..

(When both teams wish to substitute, a maximum of 15

secods shalt be allowed each team. If. either team consumes

more than 15 second's hf.theprocesg, a time-out shall be
charged to that team. '

njury. Time-out for injury shall not exceed.five minutes and
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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this tim6-cnic shall be charged to the Officials. When a legal

-substitute is available, a substitution must occur, and the

game shall proceed immediately.
20. TIMES BETWEEN GAMES. The rest period betweeri games of a.,
,.match shall be three minutes.
21. ,DEFAULTED GAME. In the case of a team'losing by default on
the first game.ofthe match, that team shall be allowed joie eight

minutes of. 'actual playing time of the game plus the -three

minutes betWeen games before they must be ready for the subsequent game. If the defaulted game occurs because a team has
been reduced to less than six plawrs, the lime between games

shall be three min

A second default for the same tearri

would result in a defaulted mat-ch.",
/ Rule 8. 'Fouls and 'Penalties

( Fouls
1. SERVES THE BALL ILLEGALLY
k a. FailNto give ball imr4ediate impetus upon contact.
b. Causes ball' to contact the net.
c. Fails to cause some part of the ball to pass over either one of
the markers on the net or within the two markers.

d. Causes ball to strike an object or land outside the playing

court,
e. Causes ball to strike an object directly over the court 'unless
local ground,rules alter this.
f. Fails to be Within own serving area.
g. Corrimits a)foot fault.
2. PLAYS THE BALL ILLEGALLY
a. Fails to xpturn the ball within opponents' court:
b. Fails to cause some part of the ball to pas& over either one of
the markers on the.pet or within-the two markers.
c. flits the ball illegally.
d. Plays the ball rriorg than once in succession, except as stated
in Rule 7, SeCtiions 11, 12, 14b and c.

e. Becomes the fourth player on her team to contact the ball,

except as stated under Rule 7, Sections 1 l'and 14b.
f. Commits a body foul.
g. Catches or touches the ball; either on or off the court, and

calls it out.
h. Plktrs the ball while supported by any player or object.
3. PLAYS ILLEGALLY AT NET
a. 'Holds or pushes the ball against the net.

Touches the net with any pat of the body while the ball is
in play. If the ball is driven into the net with such force it
causes the net to 'contact a player on the opposing team, no
OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES,
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foul, shall b called, and the ball shall Continue to bin play. ,
*c. Reaches o of the net except under the,following conditions:
(1). Whe executing a follow-through..
*(2) When blocking a ball which is in the opponents' court
but is being returned.(The'blocker must.not contact hie,
ball until after the opponent who is attempting to return
the kall makes contact.)
*(3) When attempting to black over the net and failing to
contact the ball as 'a result of deceptive play by the
opponents.
d. Leaves the. - loOr from a position which is not clearly behind
the 10-foot line when executing a spike from.a back line
position.
.
e. ReaChes under the net.
(1) Touches the ball or' player of the opposing team when
the bail is'in play on the opponents' side of the net.A (2) Interferes with the play of the opposing team by enter-,
ing opponents' court.
f. >Touches the floor on the opposite side of the center line -

when the ball is in play.
g. Touches the opponents: court in completing a play,.altlipugh.
she :does not 'touch the floor until after the ball has Jut the
floor.
4. PLAYS IN AN ILLEGAL POSITION
4.. Fails to be in the correct serving order when the ball is
served.
' b. Blocks
or Ipikes from a position which is not clearly behind

the 1()Ffoot line while in a back line position.

c. Plays the 'ball over the net froin a> position which i% not
the
Clearly behind the 10-foot line at a height greater than
top of the net while playing a back line position.

5. ENTERS THE GAME ILLEGALLY
a. Fails to follow the correct procedure for a substitute entering the game.
b. Enters ,the game a fourth time.
c. Re-enters the game after being disqualified.
6. DELAYS THE GAME
a. Persistently consumes excess time before serving the ball.

b.. Consumes excess time in 'recovering the ball from out-of-

124

bounds. c.
c. Persistently rotates positions slowly.
Team takes more than tWo allotted time-out periods for rest.
e. Team takes time beyond the limit of IS seconds to complete
# substitution aftemthat team' has had two time-outs..
`
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f. Te am. falls to be ready to play without delay at the beginning
of each gable.
g. Any act, which results in deliberalt delay of the game.
Penalties
1. POINT', If any player on,the receiving team Coinmits a foul, one
point 4411 be scored for the serving team.
2. SIDE-011T. If any player of the serving team comartits a foul, a
side-pp Shall be called.

-

1

1

-;

(1

P,

/

3. RP Ay If fouls ,are committed by players on oppositeleatiis
either simultaneously or
, on the same play, the ball shall be
re-set-ved.
d

°

e

Rule 9, Conduct of Players. Substitutes, Coaches

1. The/referee shall have power to w rn, declore side-out or point,
or fa, disqualify for th game or match any player who:
a. Addresses official persistently regard to decisions.
b, KerceS-derogator remarks abou or to officials:,
c, Commits acts which are derogatoy to officials or which tend
toitufluence their decisions.
a
.

.

.

.

d. ; 1,MaIces personal or derogatory fmarks about or to op- .
pOnents.

e,'Ilntentionally obstructs opponent View of theserver.
1.

','

Otrunits any other act which is nsportsmanlike.

2. TTY Were& shall have power to warn or declare side-out or
pOintif any coa-ch, official, substitute, or spectator connected

tr

i With' ' team commits any of the following:
*at_icfaaches from outside the court in a disruptive manner,
*b. AS the coach of the team, stands as opposed to being seated
at times other than when time-out is taken.
c. Addresses officials.. persistently in regard to decisions.
4. akes .derogatory remarks about or to officials.
mints acts which areclerogatory to officials or which tend
.
,--k
.1;(,' ,tiO influence their decisions.
r

Makes personal or derogatory remarks about or to op-

r Onents.
Commits any other gross violation of sportsmanship,

p coach has the privilege of going on the court during any

4

'ine-out .

Iltllik.19. Ground. Rules
,
laround rules are established, they should be mutually acceptLi
'-

eto ;both coaches and should apply throughout a match,
t or tournament, as may be required for consistency
r
thpughout the competition.
1,

., gr,,,. iOntAL

et--:
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1. CtILINGS. When ceilings are less than 30-feet high, a ground
rule, permitting play of the ball off the ceiling may be made;
however players should not be, expected o play the Vail 'from
ceilings which have irregular surfaces or o play the ball from
han'ging objects or projections. Ground ru es should not require
the play of, balls which have momentarily ome to rest or have a
disrupted flight in terms of direction, Spee , or fore&
2. WALLS OR OTHER OBSTRUCTIONS

a. When the boundary lines of the court tare not at least 6 feet
from the wall or other obstructions, ground rules. may be
established to permit discretionary judgment of the official
as to whether there shOuld, or should not, be replays when
the ball strikes such objects. In each case, the criterion to be
applied by the official is whether the limits of the space

out-of-boundi prevented the ',Player from executing the play,
in which case a replay would be in order.
b. When the serving area is less than 6 feet from' a wall or other
obstruction, the serving area shall extend into and be niarked
On the court at the necessary distante to allow for the-6-foot
minimum depth.
3. ADJACENT COURTS% When there is not atileast 6 feet between

courk, ground rules which provide for maximum opportunity
to pTay, the balr shouild be established: Ie'play of the ball in an
adjacent court would, however, endanger the safety of the
,player(s), a ground rule perrnittihg play in "-an adjacent court
Vt6uld not be established. Ground Tuleg;should not sanction
interference With the play which is in progress in the adjacent
court.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATION6S4F

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL R LES
FOR ELEMENTARY OR JUNIOR HIGH PLAYERS

The following modifications of the Official Volleyball Ryes n.6
presented by the volleyball committee. The modifications are suggestions for changing the official rules to make the game more enjoy-

able for younger players. The committee urges all official rules be
used except for the modifications suggested here. While modifications are designed to enable young players to enjoy the game, they
are not to discourage the development of good skills and strategy.
Rule 1, Section 1.
PLAYING AREA. The court size may be reduced to a minimum
of 25 feet by 50 feet.
Rule 1, Section 4.

SERVING AREAS. The distance for the serving line may be

reduced to no less than 25 feet depending on the size and
strength of the players.

.

Rule 2.

.

NET. The net may be reduced to no less than six feet, depending
on the height of the players.

Suggestions for officiating: In general, all rules apply except that
some laxity may be allowed. in calling illegal hits. In cases where
the ball= has been hit illegally, calls should be more lenient,
providetlta team does not gain a scoring advantage by using the
illegal Int.

SUGGESTED RULES MODIFICATIONS
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METHOD OF SCORING vot,LEyBALL-

Players' Names and Numbers. The -names and numbers of players
and substitutes shall be entered in the space provided on the
"scoresheet for the first game.
Serving' Order. Only the numbers of the Six starting players are'to be
listed. Numbers should be recorded small enough to allow for
substitutions also to be indicated as they occur.
First serve. Place a check mark (V) on the side of the scoresheet that
represents the team that is to serve first.
Scoring. When a player serves, draw a circle in the far left uppermost
corner of the space in the scoring column adjacent to her number
in the serving order column. (The circle should be large enough to
provide ample space to record numbers and letters as indicated in
the key.) If a point is earned, place a one 0 inside the circle
in the running score
and strike through the number one
column closest to the team that is serving. When that team scores.
its second point, record a two C) in the circle drawn at the time
when a player loses
of the serve. Place an X inside the circle
her serve. An R in the circle (g) indicates the serve is to be
repeated. When an official recognizes a request for substitution,
record an S in the scoring column.for the player who is serving.
Indicate which player is entering by writing her, playing number, a
slash mark (/5 and the number of the player she is replacing. Also
record this information in the serving order column by Crossing
out the number of the player being replaced and entering the
number of thq player who is substituting. When it is necessary
that substitution be made under the special provision stated in
Rule 4, Section 4f, cross, out the number of the injured player's
name, indicating that she may not re-enter the match, and write
the abbreviation (Inj.) above her number. ft team time-out is
, indicated by placing. a T in the scoring column and crossing
through the appropriatt'number in the apace provided for recording team 44 --outs. If the request. for time-out or substitution is
made by the serving team's opponent, record an X immediately
following the T or S. A point or side-out that is awarded for a
situation not involving a serve is recorded inside a square rather
-

than a circle,.

Blanks. At the end of the match, the scorer shall see that tire referee,

umpire, timer and scorer each sign the scorebook end that all
other blanks are completed.

12$
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OFFICIAL RULES FOR
CORECREATION VOLLEYBALL

In playing corecreation volleyball, NAG'

rules should be

followed with the following exceptions:

Rule 2. Net height:
For high schools, the official net height is 7 feet VI inches.

For junior high schools and younger players, the (official net
height is seven feet.

For college and adult players, the official net height isgight feet.
Rule 4. The team shall consist of three girls and three boys who shall
be placed in alternate positions on the floor.

Rule 7. When a ball is played by mare than one player on a team,
both a boy and girl must play it.

INTERPRETATIONS

Inquiries on interpretations of rules must be addressed in

writing to the volleyball committee member in charge of
interpretations, JoAnne Thorpe, Southern Illinois Univ.,
Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

In writing, please include the number of the rule and the

section to which your inquiry refers. In no case will interpretations be made by telephone.
The committee welcomes your comments and suggestions

for changes and darificatio% of the rules. Send these to the
rules chairman for 1975-77, Nancy Chapman, Health, Physical

ducation, and Recreation Dept. 212 McCormick Hall,
Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois 61761.
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RULES INTERPRETATIONS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. If there is 12 feetlbf space behind the endline, may a girl stand
10 feet' behind the endline to serve the ball? (RULE 1, SEC. 4)
Yes. The serving area is bounded on the right and left, and by

the endline in front of the player, but no maximum depth is

designated.
2. A match is being played in a gymnasium where the ceiling is 28

feet high. There are also some metal supports that protrude

from the ceiling into the space above the court at a height of 24
feet. Is it possible for the ball to be playable after it rebounds
from either the ceiling.or the protruding supports? (RULE 1,
,RULE 10, SEC. 1)
Yes, however, Rule 10 recommends that players should not be
expected to play the hall from irregular surfaces. If the ceiling
of this approximate height .has a regular surface, ground rules
may be established to allow for play from the ceiling but not
from the hanging projections. Ball rebounding from such over" hanging projections, should require 'a replay.
3. The gynmasium ceiling is 24 feet high and has no irregularity to
its surface. Is it legal to establish ground rules to allow a ball to
remain in play if it contacts the ceiling over the court? (RULE 1;
RULE 10, 4EC.
Yes, provided all conditions listed under Rule 10 are met. How-

ever, it is undesirable that any match be' played in a facility
where the ceiling is so unusually low.

4. The gymnasium wall borders one side, of the volleyball court,
four feet from its edge. A hard driven spike rebounds from the
arms of a player on Team A and forcefully bounces against the
bordcrin^ wall. Must the official rule a replay? (RULE 1; RULE
10, SEC. 2a)
No, Conditions are such that at the official's discretion she may
rule that the ball would not have remained in play had the wall
not been within six feet of-the playing court' and that the ball

would have been dead even under the conditions of official

boundaries.
5. Is it, legal for a back line player to return the ball from a Height
above the net and from a position outside the playing court and

from in front of the imaginary extension of the 10-foot line?
(RULE 1, SEC. 5; RULE 8, FOULS, SEC. 3d)
No.

.)

.
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6. Must a team default an entire match for

by numbers on their playing unifor

hire to be identified
(RULE 47 -SEC.

RULE S, SEC. 5; RULE 7, SEC. 21)

;

No. They have the eight minutes of actual playing time, plus.the

three Minutes between games to get ,umbers and be ready to
play the next game.

the RB when the ball is served?
(RULE 4, SEC. 3b)
Yes. The. CF must not be o erlapping her respective back line
player, in this case the CB, r the other players itriier,cnvn line,
the LF and RF.
8. Is it legal for the RB to put her hands on the waist of the RF
^ while waiting for the serve? (RULE 4, SEC. 3b')

7. May the CF be overlappi

Yes. The feet are ithe criteria by which illega,1 positioning is
judged and if the Net of the back line player are clearly behind
the feet of the forward line player, the positimplik the hands,
head or other parts of the body have no bearing on overlapping.

T. Team A is serving. A player on Team B is out of position at the
moment of contact with the serve. The served ball goes into the
net. What is the official's decision? (RULE 4, SEC. 3b)
Point for Team A.
10. A team has only one girl who is an outstanding passer. Can she
be used consistently as a setter regardless of whether or not she
is in the front or back line? (RULE 4, SEC. 3c; RULE 8, SEC.
4b and c)
Yes. Immediately after contact of. the serve she may move from
her respective. position to set; however, she may not block or
spike from in front of the spiking line when she moves from the
back to the forward line.
AY
11. May a substitute whose name is not entered in the official scorebook be permitted to enter the game? (RULE'4, SEC. 4; RULE
A

6, SEC. 2c (3))

Yes, provided th3 official procedures for substitution are followed. A point or side-out shall be awarded tb the
opponents.
o.
12. May a player whose name is not recorded in the scorebook enter .
4b and g; RULE 6,
(RULE 4,
the game as at
SECA
SEC. 2c (3)) t
Yes, provided the official awards either a point or side-out to
the opposing team. Before the game may proceed, the player's
name must be entered into the scorebook and -procedures' for
,substitution must be followed.
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13. When is a player considered officially,,entered in the game?
4b; RULE 6; SEC. 2c (3))
When her number appears in the scorebook under one of the six
(RULE 4, SEC.

playing positions, and at the beginning of the gam; when the

referee instructs players to take their positions on the court.
14. A player is disqualified from the game for unsportsmanlikeconduct. Who is considered a legal player that may replace her?
(RULE 4, SEC. 4d and e)
Any player whose name was on the list of players and subsii-

4utes at the beginning of the ganjo and who has not already
entered the game or ben previously substituted for any other
player.

1,5. A back row player moves in front of the 1p-foot line, stands
with both feet on the floor, and hits the balf forcibly with a
spiking arm action. Is this legal? (RULE 5, SEC. 21; RULE 8,
Fouls, SEC. 4c)

Yes, provided the ball is not hit from above the height of the
net.
16. If a coach turns in the serving order correctly to the scorer
and the game begins before the err, is discovered, can the
coach then correct her error? (RULE 6, EC. 2c(3;), (5) and (6))
The serving order received from the coach bef re the game
begins.will be the official order. In the case where the error is
not discovered until after the game starts, players must correct
their positions to correspond with the order listed on the score.
sheet and must be penalized under Rule 8,, Fouls, Sec. 4a or

.
Rule 7, Sec. 8.
17. Player A serves and the ball hits an overhead olistructiciii above
the 30-foot ceiling height. Does the timekeeper stop the watch
upon contact with the obstruction or nppn the official's signal
for point' or side-out? (RULE 6, SEC. 2d (3); RULE 8, Fouls,

le)
The watch is stopped immediately upon ball contact with the

obstruction because this constitutes a dead ball.
-18. After the ball has been in play for several volleys, it lands near a
boundary, line. The linesman signals "in" and the umpire signals
"out." How is this difference in calls resolved? (RULE 6. SEC.
3a)
The referee has the final decision as to which call is correct or
she may declare a replay.

19. During Player 6's serve, it is discovered that Player 3 has not
served. What is the correct procedure?

(RULE 7, SEC.

8a and c)

Player 6 is serving out of turn. All points made by her are
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cancelled. Points made by Players 4 anc1;5 stand, side-out is

declared, and the team corrects its serving order; Player 5

becomes the right back player, When the team regains the serve,
4 the team rotates and Player 6 serves.
20. Player- 4 of the Red team finishes her term of service anchfhe ,
Green team serves. During the Green player's term of service it
is discovered that Player 3 of the Red team did not serve., Whitt
is the correct procedure? (RULE 7, SEC. 8c)
On' the first dead ball, the Red team corrects its serving order

with Playgr 3 assuming the right back position an Pryer 4

assuming the right forward position. When the tea regains the
ball for service, Player 4 will serve. There is no loss f points for
the Red team. The Green team is awdrded a point and game
continues with the Green team serving.,
21. Must the serve be received with a bottit,ce pass? (RULE 7, SEC.
9)
No. The ball must be given immediate impetus at contact but
the rule does not specify which skill should be used. The bounce
pass is an effective method of counteracting a hard served ball
and will result inglegal contact more often than when an overhand pass is used.'"

22. The Green team serves. In returning the serve, the Red team
makes the following plays: Players 1 and 2 hit the ball simultaneously_ but with one Contact; Players-3 and 4 hit the ball
simultaneously with but one contact and send it over the net.
What is the official's decision? (RULE 7, SEC. 11)
Legal play, The Red team has played the ball only twice.

23. A player on the Blue team blocks a spike which goes straight
into the air over her own court. No other player, is close so she
sets it to her teammate. Is this legal?,(RULE 7, SEC. 14c)
Yes. 'this is a legal play and is considered the team's second hit.

24. Ir a team uses more than a minute for time-out for rest, how
shall they bedpenalized? (RULE 7, SEC. 19c; RULE 8, Fouls,
S,EC. 6d)

A

,

If the tvm has 'onlyused one of its allotted time-outs, a second
time-our Must be declared; if a team has used both time-outs,
°
the time is allowed and point, or side-out is declared.
25. What happens when two players from opposing teams contact
the ball simultaneously over the top of' the net and allow the
ball to rest momentarily between their hands? (RULe 8, Fouls,
SEC. 2c; DOUBLE FOUL)
Double foul occurs and the play is repeated.
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26. A player receives the serve by letting the ball\bound off of
closed fists': Is this a double hit? (RULE 8, Fouls, S. 2d)
If both fists contact the ball simultaneously it is not a double

c,

WC

'

27. A player on -team A Sends the ball over tke net but out-of- bolinds on the third hit. The opposing blocker contacts the net
befdre the ball jands out-of-bounds. What is the officials' decision? (RULE 8, Fouls, SEC. 2a and 3b),,
Replay. Each player has committed a fault On the same play at
the net. The fact that the fault occurred befote the ball landed
has no bearing on the officials' decision.
.
28. A spiker hits the ball. A blocker goes up, but in so doing hits the.

net. The blocker does not contact the ball and the ball lands
out-of-bounds. What should the official call? (RULE 8, Fouls,
SEC. 2a and 3b)
Replay, without regard for the, side of the net on which the ball

glands..

0

29. A player on the serving team jumps to execute a spike. She

touches the net as she jumps. The blockers block'the ball which
goes out-of-bounds off of their_hands and is not played again.
What should the official call? (RULE .8.Fouls, SEC. 3b)
Side-out. -The spiker did not legally execute the spike, therefore
the blockers were not obligated to play the ball.

'30. A spiker on the serving team jumps up to ,,hit the ball and
touches the net. 1,14an attempt to block the ball, the blocker
also toRches the net and the ball lands out-of-bounds. What is

.

the official's decision? (RULE 8, Fouls, Sec. 31))
Replay.
'

31. Is it a double foul when a spiker hits the ball to the floor of the
- opponent's court and then touclies the net? (RULE 8, Fouls,
SEC. 3b)

No, because the spike was not executed legally. Therefore, the"
opponents were-not obligated10 return the ball.
32. The Red team:4s serving. During a rally a player on that team

spikes the ball into the net on the third hit. A player on the
Green team who was up for the block comes down over the
center line. WIK.ris the officials' decision?(TWLE 8, Fouls, SEC.
2b)

Side-out. The spiker has failed to return the ball across the net.

33. After ttie third hit, the ball is moving toward the net but is

'obviously fallingshort of the net. Being drawn into the play, the
blockers hue gone up and in reaching over the net, contact the '
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ball on-its downward flight just after it has. passed the) op of the
net tape. Should the officialoallow play to continue? (RULE 8,
4
Fouls, 3c (2))

Yes, as the team attempting to return the ball has three morg
contacts to play the ball .over.

.

.

34. During a play at the net, a spiker hit the ball which is blocked
by an opponent In landing, the blocker lands over the center
line, and the ball lands inbounds in the spiker's. court. What is
the official's decisionD(RULE 8, SEC. 3f and g)

Point or side-out for the spiker's team because the blocker did
not execute the play legally. The spiker's team would therefore
have no obligation to,play the ball.
35. A player on the Blue team praying the CB position jumps into
.the air and hits the ball at a doiinward angle. As she lands, her
right foot is in front of the 10-foot line. The ball goes across the
net and lands on the opponent's court. Is this legal? (RULE 8,
Fouls, SEC. 4c)

Yes, if the takeoff on the jump was from behind the 10-foot
line.
36. Is repeatedlyobouncinglhe ball prior to service illegal? (RULE 8,
Fouls, SEC. 6a)
Yes. If a player persists in bouncing the ball and if the official
decides that this action is delaying the game,, side-out must be
declared. however, the official may choose to warn a player if,
in her judgment, bouncing the ball ks not a dtliberate attempt to
° delay the game.
37: When the ground rule on low ceilings is that ;t1ie ball shall be

replayed if it contacts the ceiling, can anything be done to

prevent a. team from deliberately sending the ball to the ceiling
in ari effort to cause^ a replay?-(RULE 8, Fouls, SEC. 6g; RULE
9, SEC. lf; RULE 10, SEC. 1)
The official has the power to call point 6r side-out for any cause
which in tier opinion resplts in deliberate delay /of the game or
unsportsmanlike tactics.

38. If there is not six feet of clearance behind the court on one end
but more than six feet on the other, should the serving area be
marked in the court the same distance on both sides? (RULE
10, SEC. 2b)
No. The serving area shall be marked into the court only on the .
side that has less than six feet of clearance to the wall. ,
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